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Legacy of goku 2 rom

Nella seconda semi-final goku affronta il saggio e silenzioso nam: calmo ed unflappable si rivela anche molto forte et use a powerful technique aerea pour mettere al tappeto Goku. Il piccolo si rialza e nam allora vola pi' viola for the finale scagliare il colpo, goku per s riesce to overcome it in
salto and il guerriero si schianta a terra fuori dal ring perdendo il match: Goku gets access to dunk alla final contro Jackie Chun. Ma prima d'andarsene proprio Jackie, che ha letto nel suo pensiero, donates nam una capsula che pu' contenere tonnellate d'acqua: il monaco riconosce at Louis
Mutin. Nella seconda semi-final goku affronta il saggio e silenzioso nam: calmo ed unflappable si rivela anche molto forte et use a powerful technique aerea pour mettere al tappeto Goku. Il piccolo si rialza e nam allora vola pi' viola for the finale scagliare il colpo, goku per s riesce to
overcome it in salto and il guerriero si schianta a terra fuori dal ring perdendo il match: Goku gets access to dunk alla final contro Jackie Chun. Ma prima d'andarsene proprio Jackie, che ha letto nel suo pensiero, donates nam una capsula che pu' contenere tonnellate d'acqua: il monaco
riconosce at Louis Mutin. Pubblicato da dragoverde at 22:20 Etichette: Dragon Ball - After finishing the power tournament at Dragon Ball Super, where Goku and Freezer teamed up to kill Giren, Toei Animation made the action continue with the Dragon Heroe Balls spin-off. Each installment
of this new adventure you can watch on YouTube and aimed at advertising card game in Japan.After Android 18 asked Super Shen Long for his wish, May asked Goku and Vegeta for help to free trucks from the future. He was jailed by the planets along with other villains for interfering in
the flow of time. Right now, Goku and Vegeta Xeno find themselves fighting a mysterious scientist who wants to revive Janemba. Chapter 25 of this new saga brought this villain back from the manga. Vegeta describes him as an enemy with irresistible force, despite the fact that the Sayans
turn into the fourth version. Interestingly, Goku and Vegeta canonical line came to support the Time Patrol through a crack in the sky. At the moment, only Putin and the sauce of demons can damage this new enemy Dragon Ball Heroes.Remember that every month comes a new episode of
Super Dragon Ball Heroes. It is an alternative anime for Super and is aimed only at promoting a video game of the same name. Watch Dragon Ball Heroes Chapter 25 ONLINE Sub Espa'ol This is a list of Dragon Ball anime episodes, the first of three series derived from the manga of the
same name. This anime was produced by Toei Animation and premiered in Japan on Fuji TV with 26 1986 to April 19, 1989. Comprised of 153 episodes, it adapts the first 16 volumes and part of 17 of the 42 published. It is followed by Dragon Ball, which adapts the rest of the volume and
Dragon Ball Super, as Dragon Ball GT is a side story and Spin-off, created only for the anime. All 153 episodes are divided into 7 sagas: Pilaf Saga, 13 episodes; 21 Tinkaichi Bud-kai, 15 episodes; The Red Tape saga, 40 episodes; Uranus Baba Palace, 14 episodes; 22nd Tenkoichi Bud-
kai, 19 episodes; The Saga Piccolo Daima, 31 episodes, and the 23rd Tenkaichi Bad-kai, 21 episodes. The series uses only one opening theme and one final theme, as the opening theme (also known as discovery), using the song Makafushigi Adventure! Performed by Hiroki Takahashi, he
also uses the romantic Ageru Yo melody performed by Usio Hashimoto as the final theme (or ending). [4] List of Episodes Saga Episode Premiere 1 Pilaf Saga 13 (1-13) 1986 2 The 21st Tenkaichi Bud-kai 15 (14-28) 1986 3 Army Saga Red Ribbon 40 (29-68) 19866 -1987 4 The Palace of
Uranai Baba 14 (69-82) 1987 5 The 22nd Tenkaichi Bud-kai 19 (83-101) 1987-1988 6 Piccolo Daima Saga 31 (102 -132) 1988 7 The 23rd Tenkaichi Bud-kai 21 (133-153) 1988-1989 Pilaf Saga (1986) - Title [5][7] Adapted from : Premiere : 1 Bul Bul Buruma to Son Goko (ブと孫悟空)
Spain: Bulma and Son Gok' Hispanoamerica: The Secret of the Dragon SphereChapter February 126, 1986Son Gok', an orphaned but strong child alone living alone on Mount Paoz, and Bulma, a 16-year-old, known when she runs his mountain driving on Paoz. Bulma searches, Dragon
Sphere, 7 magical spheres that when joining; they summon Shenlong, the Dragon God, who bestows any desire. Before he died, Goke's grandfather gave Goke a four-star balloon called a soshinch. Bulma, who already has two magical spheres, asks Goko to help him find the rest and for
this he will use the radar invented by her.  2 Aaaaargh! There are no balls! Ararar! Tama ga xi! (あらららー!タマがない!) Spain: The first part of The Journey Hispanoamerica: Search for EmperorHead 2 and 3 on page 75 March 1986 It's the night. From the capsules of Hoipoy Bulma (small
capsules listed containing all kinds of objects), he took out the house, at night. Meanwhile, May tells Emperor Pilaf that a hundred miles north of his castle, in the Dragon Valley, you can see the glow emanating at night. Pilaf, who is also looking for dragon spheres and plans to use them to
conquer sends his minions Mai and Shu to find out if the aforementioned glow of the Dragon Sphere. Gokou goes out in search of food, as the bullme does not like it. When he sees May and Shu's plane, he makes a mistake because of the bird, so he runs after him, reaching him after May
and Shue got off the plane. Red glows turned out to be the eyes of wild wolves, which Goke found delicious, so he decides to fight them, inadvertently saving Mai and Shu. The next day, Goko and Bulma meet Umigame, a sea turtle looking for the sea, so they decide to cut short their quest
to help the turtle.  3 Cloud Kinto Kame Sen'nin (Kame Sennin no Kinton (⻲仙キ雲) Spain: Clouds of goblin tortoise Hispanoamerica: The Golden Cloud of Rocha Chapter 3 pp. 8 and 4 to March 1312, 1986 When they reach the sea, Umigame asks Goko and Bulma to wait for him. , the old
man, known as the Turtle Hermit, has the sphere of a dragon. When they arrive at the old man's house, Pilaf tries to open the door with a key. Shu and May, who entered through the window, told Pilaf that he had closed the door because it was already open. Umigame returns with an old
man on his back, a hermit turtle. As a reward for saving the turtle, he gives Goku a cloud called cloud Kinto. An old man can't get into a cloud, because only kind, sincere people can do it. Bulma can't get in either, but Goku can, because he has a good heart. Turtle hermit gives Bulma a
three-star ball, Sanshinch, not knowing how important it was. When the old man arrives on his island, he learns that Pilaf and his servants have ignited his house in search of the Dragon Sphere. After he said he gave it away, all three leave the island.  4 Oolong, Demon Thief (Hitosarai y-
kai'さ妖怪ウ) Spain: Oolong Kidnapper Hispanoamerica: Oolong, Kidnapper GirlsHead 4 p.m. 14 and on until 6 p.m. 1319, March 1986 Dragon Radar takes Goko and Bulma to Villa Aru, and they learn that the villa is terrorized by a monster that can change its appearance. The old woman
from the village has a six-star Dragon Sphere, and agrees to give it to the boys if they make Oolong leave the village. Monster wants to marry a girl from the village, so Goko disguises as a girl in the villa to deceive Ulun. When a monster discovers a deception, it becomes very angry,
becomes and runs out of the village. That's because he can transform as many times as he wants, but only in a five-minute period, and then he has to wait another minute to convert again. Goko follows him and finally catches him and defeats him. Everyone discovers that Ulun's true identity
is an innocent and helpless piglet. With the villa preserved, the old lady gives Goko and Bulma, Ryoshinch.  5 Evil and mighty Yamcha Desert (Tsuyokute warui sabaku no Yamucha (つよくて悪砂漠ヤムチャ) Spain: Terrible and Lonely Yamcha Hispanoamerica: Strong and evil Yamcha
lives in the desertHead 6 p. 14 and on march 826, 1986, 1986Bolma forces Oolong to bind them, thinking that their ability to transform will be very useful for them. that can also be transformed. While Goko, Bulma and Oolong walk in the desert, Yamcha and Poir ambush them. Then Goko
and Yamcha start fighting. Yamcha believes he won after using his technique, but Goke manages to stand up. Yamcha is about to strike again, but he sees Bulma. Because he's nervous about the girls, he panics and runs away with Poir.  6 Midnight visitorsMijonaka not h'monshatachi (真
夜訪問者ち) Spain: Watch the dragon balls! Hispanoamerica: Watch Dragon Sphere Heads April 9 and 102, 1986Oolong reminds that he has a mobile home in the capsule Hoipoi, so all three but out there. Meanwhile, May and Shu find a trailer and try to put a time bomb under it, but Shu
accidentally shoves in his hand the glue side of the bomb and runs away with May. Goko tells Ulunu about the Dragon's Spheres. Oolong puts sleeping pills in Goko and Bulma's drinks, forcing them to fall asleep so they can paddle Bulma while he sleeps without noticing Goko. Yamcha
and Poir, who were outside listening to the conversation between Goke and Uluna, now plan to steal the spheres. Poir turns to Goku to pull Uluna (who turned into Bulma, thinking Poir is Goke) from the trailer, while Yamcha climbs to the top floor, where Bulma sleeps. But what he thought
were Dragon Spheres were Bulma's chest. Oolong and Poir discover each other's true identities. Yamcha then runs with Poir. The next day, Shu and Mai finish dropping the bomb and put it under the trailer. In order to get the Dragon Sphere, Yamcha shoots him into the trailer with a
bazooka, and fights Goko again, who pulls out Yamcha retreats with Poir and plans to wait for Goko and the others to collect seven spheres to steal them. Shu and May are next to a destroyed and damaged trailer, and believing that the bomb has already exploded, they go in search of the
Dragons. The bomb explodes with them inside.  7 Ox-Satan of the Freipan Mountain (Furaipan Pit no Ox-Satan (フパ⽜魔王) Spain: Ox-Satan on Mount Freipan Hispanoamerica: Ox-Satan on Mount FireHeads 11 and 129 April 1986 Goke, Bulma and Oolong, then Yamcha and Poir, arrive
at Mount Freipan, where Ox-Satan lives, in search of the sixth sphere. , and asks the boy to go after his daughter Milk, and accompany her to borrow a fan of Bash-Sen from the old man.  8 Came Hame Ha del Kame Sen'nin (Kame Saint'nin no Kame Hame Ha (⻲仙メハメ波) Spain: Came
Hame Wave Goblin Turtle Hispanoamerica: Rosi glacial waveHeads 13 to 1516 April 1986Da, which lost the Bash Sen years ago, Master Roshi decides to accompany Goko and Milk to put out the mountain fire personally. , the sphere of the dragon is not damaged, and Bulma finds it with
the help of radar. Meanwhile, Gokov tries to copy the technique of the old master and on the first attempt succeeds, destroying the machine, which they gave Jansha. Ox-Satan gives them a new car and all three are on the way.  9 Special Skill Rabbit Chief (Usagi oyabun no tochi vase (う
さぎオヤブ得意技) Spain: Special trick Rabbit Chief Hispanoamerica: Special trick of the chief rabbit Heads 16 and 1723 April 1986Goku and companies come to the village to replenish. There they are attacked by the gang of Chief Rabbit, a strange creature that turns people into carrots,
just touching them. then Bulma returns to normal, and the Rabbit Chief group is on the moon.  10 Dragon Balls Have Been Stolen! Doragon B'ru ubawareru!! (D.B.うばわれ!!) Spain: Dragon balls have been stolen! Hispanoamerica: Dragon spheres were stolenHead April 1830, 1986Thothing
near the site of the last sphere of the dragon, they are attacked by Shu, who steals the briefcase where the other spheres were, leaving behind one at the disposal of Goko. Thanks to the radar, Goko, Oolong, Bulma, Yamcha and Poir arrive at Pilaf Castle, where they are trapped and 11
Finally there is a dragon! Cui no ryo aravaru! (ついに⿓あらわる!) Spain: Referring to the dragon Hispanoamerica: The Dragon was namedHead of May 197, 1986 As a sleeping gas, May manages to steal the sphere of the dragon Goke, although by mistake he leaves the door open and
five manages to escape from the room. Avoiding various obstacles of the castle, they are caught again. Pilaf prepares to summon the Dragon God of Shenlong, while Goku tries to escape with the help of Kame Hame Ha, opening a hole, but only Poir and Oolong manage to get out, turned
into bats.  12 Shenlong's Wish! Shenron e no negai! (神⻯への願い) Spain: The God of the Dragon is asked to wish Hispanoamerica: The wish asked the dragon of the LordHeads on May 20 and 2114, 1986Pilaf summons Shenlong, but asking for his wish, Oolong gets in the way of jumping
and asks for panties. Goku and the others manage to get out of the room, but again captured. This new room has steel walls and an armored glass roof. While they wait for death, charred by the desert sun, Goko looks at the full moon, turning into Azara, a giant wild primate.  13 The Great
Transformation of Goko (Goko without Daihenshin (悟空変⾝) Spain: Metamorphosis Goku Hispanoamerica: Metamorphosis gokuHeads May 22 and 2321, 1986Gok, Transformed into Azar, he begins to destroy the entire castle, while Pilaf and his henchmen try to attack him without getting
any results. to cut off Gokochu's tail, causing it to normalize. In the morning, Goku wakes up and says goodbye to his friends who go to town when he goes to the Flying Cloud to train with Master Rocha.  21st Martial Arts Tournament (1986) - Title adapted from: Premiere 14 Rival Goko?
Looks like! Goko not a raibar? Sanjo!! (悟空のライバル?参上!!) Spain: Goke has a rival Hispanoamerica: Rival GokeHeads 24 and 2528 May 1986Son Goke arrives at Cama House to ask Kame Sen'nin to train him. He asks Gokov about Bulma and, realizing that he has already left, makes
him a requirement for me to train him so that he will bring him a beautiful woman. On the first attempt, Goke fails, bringing a huge woman; On the second attempt she manages to attract a beautiful woman, with the only drawback that she is a mermaid. When Goku was about to leave again,
a boat arrived on the island. It is Krilin who asks Kame Sennin to make him his student. The teacher accepts on the condition that between the two young men they reach A beautiful woman.  15 Lunch, The mysterious girl (Fushigi na onna no ko Ranchi (チ June 26 and 274⼥, 1986) On her
journey Goko and Crelin meet a young woman named Lunch, pursued by the police, seeing that she is in danger, Goko rescues her. that; actually women's underwear to see lunch. But when they were about to start training, Lunch sneezes and changes their personality, which; shoots all
three combat artists.  16 Training: Finding Stones (Shugyo - Isi Sagashi (修業-⽯さ) Spain: Training to find hispanoamerica stones: Stone Hunting Chapters 28 and 2911 June 1986Kame Sen'nin takes The Came House to another, Arriving on the island, the old man puts the children on a
speed test at 100 m. At dusk, Kame Sen'nin offers another challenge: tag a stone with a kanji turtle (⻲, cameo?) and throw it into the dense jungle first. whoever finds it in 30 minutes can have dinner, except that none of them can eat. Krilin, realizing the complexity of the test, tries to forge a
stone, but Kame Sennin discovers the trap. Later, Gokou finds the stone, but Creeline swipes it and delivers it as his own, giving him the right to dinner. However, when they dined; all were intoxicated and had stomach pains except Gokov, and for that reason they were left in bed for three
days.  17 Risking your life! Milk deliverymen Inochigake! Gy-ny-haitatsu (命け!⽜乳はつ) Spain: Men delivering milk Hispanoamerica: The Milk Delivery Men June 3018, 1986Kame Sen'nin wakes the children at 4:30 am on the first day of training. They start by handing out milk on foot,
traveling miles across the island, including climbing mountains, crossing cliffs, crossing deserts and chasing dinosaurs. Back home, the old teacher announces that the morning training is over, and now it's time to start with a morning workout.  18 Kame Sen'nin style training (⻲仙流きつ修
業) Spain: Goblin Turtle-style training Hispanoamerica: Training in the style of Roshi Head June 3125, 1986Gok and Krilin continue training. In the morning they will pick up the farm with their own hands. After breakfast and before lunch they learn after lunch Take a nap and continue your
training, helping in construction as masons, swimming in a lake full of sharks and avoiding the beehive while tied to a tree. At the end of the day, Kame Sennin informs them that from the next day and for several months they will train using 20-kilogram shells on their backs.  19 Tinkaichi
Bud-kai begins! Tenkoichi Bud-kai Hajimaru! (天下⼀武道会はじまる!) Spain: The great tournament begins Hispanoamerica: Great Martial Arts TournamentHeads 32 and 332 July 1986Tras a few months of training and missing one month for Tenkaichi Bad-kai, Kame Sen'nin gives Goko
and Krilin new shells, this time 40 kilograms each with which they continue to train until the day of the tournament. Before leaving for the tournament, the old master tells the guys to remove the shells and give everyone a chance to see the result of their preparation, reaching an incredible



height. Arriving at the tournament site, they meet with Yamchy, Bulma, Poir and Uluna, and the next morning preliminary negotiations begin.  20 Can you? The power of learningDer ka? Shugyo no iryoku (で修業) 威⼒ Spain: Can the forces achieved be eliminated? Latin America: Is it
possible to work hard training in practice? Chapters 33 and 349 July 1986comile preliminary, 137 participants are divided into four groups, two winners of each group will be able to take part in the final stage of the tournament. Goke participates in the first group 3 fight against a huge
wrestler, whom he eliminates by touching him in the leg, thanks to the strength gained from training. Krilin, on the other hand, is confronted by one of his old colleagues in Orin Temple, whom he beats with one punch. Thanks to training, Goko, Krilin and Yamchi had no problems reaching
the final stage.  21 Beware! Krilin Ayaushi! Curirin (危う!) Spain: Danger Krilina Hispanoamerica: Crilin Alert! Chapters July 35, 3616, 19868 finalists called for the Main Ring in the open and order of fights determined: Bactericen vs. Krilin, Jackie Chung vs. Yamch, Ranfan vs. Ranfan. Us
and Goke vs. Geran. After the presenter explains the rules, the first fight begins. Bactericen has the advantage of most of the fight, until Goko reminds Krilin that he has no nose, so the smells should not affect him, and after that the young man easily beats Bactericen.  22 Yamcha vs. Jackie
Chung (Yamuch tai Jakko Chun (ヤムチャVSャキチュ) Spain: Yamcha vs. Jackie Chung Hispanoamerica: Yamcha vs. Jackie Chung! Chapters 37 and 3823 July Second fight: Yamcha vs. Jackie Chung. Yamcha begins to attack, but all his blows dodge the old man, who, dodging the
R.G.F.K., throws Yamcha with a simple wind, blowing from one of his attacks. Immediately after that, the third fight, Ranfan vs. Nama, will take place. At first, We are easily dejected by Ranfan's deceptions, as a result of which he is even on the edge of the ring, but Nama's conviction leads
him to victory.  23 Appear! They're spinning, a formidable enemy! Kyoteki Giran (出っ!強敵ギ) Spain: Gearan, dangerous rival Hispanoamerica: Horrible GuilanHeads 39 and 4030 July 1986Comienza Last fight, Goko v Gearan, after unexpected rain. After a few punches, Gokou manages to
throw the monster out of the ring, but thanks to his wings, Hiran manages to return. It is then that he uses his Guru Guru Guru Gam to catch the boy and throw him out, but he is saved by the Kinton Cloud just in time. Gearan requires the judges to use the flying cloud and decides to leave it
as the only exception. In a new attempt to pull Goka out of the ring, the monster strikes everyone you can, but the guy grabs The Gearan by the hand with his tail, which has grown again. Thanks to her, Goke is strong enough to break Guru Guru Guru Gam, who catches him, and when he
sees a great demonstration of that power, Giran gives up.  24 Great desperate offensive and defensive struggle KrilinaCuririn hischi no dyke-b-sen (A必死攻防戦) Spain: Frantic Attack of Krilin Hispanoamerica: Frantic Attack of KrilinHeads August 41-436, 1986. Yamcha, backstage, tries to
reveal the true identity of Jackie Chung. In the first semifinal, Creelin faces Jackie Chung. The fight becomes so fast that at some point they stop this so that both fighters explain what happened. Krilin then wears panties to fool the old man and sends him flying with a punch, but Jackie
Chung uses Kame Hame Ha to propel himself back to the platform. The old man decides to finish the fight and manages to stand behind Krilin to hit both sides of the neck, leaving him in battle.  25 Igomi, Goko! Scary Tenko Pequeji KenTeit Goko! Osrubeki Tenko Peckeji Ken (Australiaて悟
空 恐べき天空X字拳) Spain: Scary Karate Airstrike Hispanoamerica: Terrible Airstrike NamaHeads 44 to 4613 August 1986The second semi-final, between Goko and Nam, it begins with a boy imitating Jackie Chun in zants-ken, but We manage to evade and counterattack it. After
exchanging several blows, Gokov tries to attack with the help of technology invented, but it does not go as expected, and Nam beats it with his terrible technique Tenko Pekeji Ken (Air Strike). Goke manages to recover incredibly, so Nam again tries the technique, but the boy jumps behind
him, and after returning to the ground, Goko manages to take the lead and kicking us out of the ring. At the end of the match, Jackie Chung gives Nam Hoi Poi Capsule to bring water to her village and asks her to dress up so that her students and Yamcha stop suspecting that Jackie Chung
is indeed Kame Sen'nin.  26 It's the finale! Kame Hame Hakessososen da!! Kamehameha (決勝戦だ!! メハメ波) Spain: Grand Final Hispanoamerica: Came Hame Forces in AttackHead 46 to 4920 August 1986 After a summary of tournament fights and a small interview with the
participants, the final begins. After a few blows, Jackie Chun manages to send Gokou out of the ring with a punch, but the boy manages to return using his tail as a helicopter propeller. As the fight continues, both contestants use Kame Hame Ha, which; leads to a huge explosion. Jackie
Chung uses a double-cum-ken to attack Goka in the back. When the child gets up again, he imitates this technique by doing it triple and attacking the jackie from the sky. The old man then uses Suiken, to which Goku responds to Saruken. Jackie Chung gets angry and decides to stop him
with another technique, mysteriously shaking his hands. -- NOTE: In Spain, this was the last episode dubbed in the Barcelona studio, the first dubbing of the series.  27 Goko - Great Danger (Goko - Saidai no pinchi (悟空最ピチ) Spain: The strongest fight in Goku Hispanoamerica: Goku in
serious difficultiesHeads 49 to 5127 August 1986 And the Final continues. Jackie Chung uses Yoiko Minmin Ken to keep Goko awake, but wakes up when Bulma yells it's time for dinner. that; Uses his energy to electrocute your opponent. When Goko is about to give up, he looks at the full
moon and becomes Azar, thereby defeating the old man's technique and beginning to destroy everything. Seeing the danger she faces, Jackie Chung decides to use Kame Hame Ha with all her strength. -- NOTE: In Spain, this was the first episode, named in Seville, with the cast taking
care of the rest of the series, all the movies and their sequels.  28 Shock! Power against the powerGekitotsu!! Paw tai paw (激突!! パワ対パワ) Spain: Finale Hispanoamerica: Goke disappearedHeads 52 to 543 September 1986Tras Kame Hame Ha Jackie Chung, all think that Goko has but
the old man explains that the attack was not aimed at the child, but at the moon, returning to normal life. Gokou dresses in the form of Krilin, and the fight continues with both already exhausted contenders. They face a double impact of flight and both fall. After completing the score to ten,
and since there must be a winner, whoever can stand up and say: I won will be the winner. Goke manages to get up but falls again before finishing the sentence, giving Jackie time to become tournament champion. In the end, they meet the master Rosha again and invite them to dinner,
holding almost the entire tournament prize.  The saga of the Red Patrol Army (1986-1987) - Title ( . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wandering Lake Futatabi b'ken samay'miz'mi (ふび冒険 さまよう湖) Spain: The Magical Lake Hispanoamerica: The River that could move Head 54 and the original September 10, 1986Gok says goodbye to his friends and leaves alone to look for his
grandfather Suu Sinchuu (4-star Dragon Sphere), but on his way he finds Nama. Apparently, the river is dry because of the dam, which prevents its flow again. Goko destroys the Kame Hame Ha dam and continues on his way in search of the Dragon's Spheres.  30 Pilaf and Mysterious
Army (Pirafu nazo not gundan (ピフと謎軍団) Spain: Four-star ball Hispanoamerica: The Martian and the mysterious patrolOriginal17 September 1986Pilaf and his henchmen return looking for dragon spheres. There is also a mysterious army commanded by Colonel Silver, who also goes
after them. where the boy sold the radar and to his surprise Su Sinchuu is looking for Goke sells there and buys it. Gokou passes by accident and finds the radar. He then encounters Pilaf and pursues him, but Pilaf flies away on a huge ship. Silver comes into business and also buys a 4-
star Dragon Sphere, but realizes that the clerk sells fake spheres and shoots him dead. Some birds that were nearby have a real one that has detected the radar, but no one notices and flies away with it. Pilaf later also realizes that his Dragon Sphere is fake.  31 Hey, hey! A fake Goko
appears! Gege! Nise Goko shutsugen!! (ゲゲ!ニセ悟空出現!!) Spain: Long live the groom! Hispanoamerica: Goko thought he found herolignal september 24, 1986Gok reaches Pilaf and Pilaf gives him a broken sphere of dragon repaired with but he falls and breaks again when he caught up
with her. Goma, who now lives in the village, begins to cook goko and Chichi's wedding, because the fortune teller tells him that he is going there. Colonel Silver pursues a bird that has taken the sphere, but eventually it is devoured by a huge pterodactyl, which subsequently catches Gi-ama
on holiday. The people of Goma at the sight of Pilaf's ship, and Gi-ama, believe that this is their future son-in-law, an opportunity that May and Pilaf use to disguise Shu de Goke. Meanwhile, Chichi, who collects flowers, accidentally meets the real Goke. When they eat, the red patrol army
attacks the site, and Pilaf takes advantage to find the Dragon's Sphere. He encounters the army, but is caught and Pilaf manages to escape with the Sphere. Goko and Chichi realize that something bad is happening in the village, and they run there.  32 He's missing?! Flying fortressKieta!?
Soratobu ysai (消え!? 空とぶ要塞) Spain: Twenty Thousand Leagues Underground Hispanoamerica: Flying Fortress Disappeared Origin October 1, 1986Pilaf escapes on his ship and is chased by a mysterious army manages to lose them and hide. Goko and Chichi save Gyeum. Goko says
goodbye and promises Chichi that one day he will return. Colonel Silver and Goko find Pilaf's base submerged in the arena and begin to attack her, but the boy falls into a trap. Pilaf's ship takes off when he and his henchmen are completely cornered, but are attacked by many enemy
planes and shot down. Goko disappears as a result of the explosion, and Pilaf and his henchmen, defeated, pass the Dragon Sphere to Colonel Silver.  33 The Legend of the Dragon (Doragon no densetsu (⻯伝説) Spain: The Legend of the Dragon Hispanoamerica: The Legend of the
DragonOriginal8 October 1986Gok, Who managed to survive the explosion with the help of the Kinto cloud, arrives in the forest after radar in which he rescues monkeys from the panthers and plays with them. , seven spheres were one, but as evil people wanted to steal it, it was divided into
seven parts; but if they all meet, Shenlong may be called to fulfill the wish. The military regiment arrives at the signal site and they find monkeys playing with Ashinch, so they begin to chase the forest. Goko defeats a couple of soldiers, the monkey and his child run out with Krich, but
accidentally dropped him and go into the river.  34 Relentless red ribbon (Hijo no Reddo Ribon (⾮情ボ) Spain: La Hispanoamerica Colonel Silver: Red Ribbon Army and its brutal Commander General Original and Chapters 55 and 5615 October 1986 While Ashinch swept away by rain on
land, Goke sleeps that night in the woods with monkeys. The next day follow the Dragon Radar and find Ashinch in the bushes. Two Silver Soldiers, who were in this place in search of her, try to steal it unsuccessfully. Before Goko can escape, Silver will destroy the Kinto Cloud. Furious,
Goko defeats him easily. Then take the Hoipoi capsules from your cabin and find the robot and the plane. The robot pilots the plane in the northern mountains, following the Dragon radar. Meanwhile, red tape headquarters discovers that Ashinch, who was supposed to find Silver, is moving
to General White's base, and they contact the colonel to find out that he was defeated by the boy and that he escaped with Ishinch. Commander Red contacts General White to warn him. Gokou asks the robot to land, but the robot's chains freeze from extreme cold, so the plane falls. Two
white soldiers find Silver's plane with the robot, and White orders them to search for the body of Goko and Ashinch. Goke's frozen body is dragged by a mysterious girl while soldiers follow in the footsteps of the snow.  35 Suno, Girl of the North (China no Shujo Suno (北少⼥ノ) Spain:
Colonel White Hispanoamerica: Suno, A little girl from the northern village of Head 5722 October 1986Debido to a blizzard, two white soldiers, fortunately, lose track of Goke. that the Red Ribbon threatens the slaves to look for dragon spheres to accomplish their purpose, and if they do not
realize it, they will kill the village chief who was captured in the Muscle Tower, the base of White. Soldiers find The House of Suno, but Goko easily defeats them. Gokou, dressed in a new coat, promises to save the boss and leaves. He finally arrives at White's base, and after defeating the
soldiers guarding the entrance, manages to enter the Muscle Tower on the second floor.  36 Terror muscle tower, Massuru taw' no kyfu (October 58塔-5929恐怖, 1986Goko easily defeats four guards on the second floor and climbs to the third floor to start the fight against a huge android,
Sergeant Metallic. Teh White and Sergeant Major Ninja Violet are surprised by Gokou's credentials, although their attacks are not effective. Metallic shoots a rocket from his mouth, but Goku, fortunately, dodges it and strikes back with a camehameh. Goko's attack caused him to let go of his
head and do him a lot of damage, but the giant robot continues to fight Goko until his batteries run out. Finally, Goko manages to get up on the fourth floor.  37 Ninja Murasaki Murasaki Sanjo (忍者ムキ参上) Spain appears: Ninja Murasaki takes effect Latin America: Purple Ninja
ArrivedHeads 60 and 615 November 1986Four fourth floor dark. Some boomerangs fly towards Goku, but he dodges them. The light turns on and is in the middle of the forest. Gokou throws a stone into a tree to hit Violet. Ninja plays hide-and-seek with Goku, in which he hides behind the
flag, but Gokou manages to find him. Ninja then asks Goko to close his eyes and count to 30, but since he does not know what will happen next after the 18th, he opens his eyes and discovers that Violet was going to hide inside a fake rock. Goko counts down to 30 and finds a ninja hiding
in a pond. Now they run a race to see who is faster, but Goko gets over it. Then they start fighting, and Goke breaks the sword with his Nyob, but the ninja throws the album at Goko, hitting it from behind the head.  38 Scary! The art of multiplying The Osorubshi!! Bunshin no jutsu (恐べ!! 分
⾝術) Spain: Five Murasakis vs. Goku Hispanoamerica: Five Ninjas vs. GokuHead 61 and 6212 November 1986Goku thankfully rises, and in the fury of the Attack Purple, he begins to chase a ninja who wears special shoes to cross a piranha-infested lake. Goko crosses the lake, jumping
on it. Gokou starts fighting five ninjas who are actually quintuplets, and manages to beat them one by one. Purple rises to the fifth floor and frees a giant humanoid monster, Android, from #8.  39 Mysterious Android #8Назо but Jinz-ningen Hachi-g' (謎 造間8号) Spain: Super 8, Big Heart
Robot Hispanoamerica: Meeting with the mysterious robot No. 8Head 63 and the original November 19, 1986ppura orders Android #8 to take down Goku, but he refuses as programming failure makes him hate violence. The ninja pulls out the remote control and tells the robot that there is a
bomb on his body, and if he does not obey, he will blow it up. But before Violet can touch the detonation button, Goko destroys control and Ninja. After that, Gokov arrives in a room where there is a very complex labyrinth. With Android #8 Goku is on the right track. Five soldiers arrive in the
room, but Goko defeats them easily. Eventually he and Hutchen reach the sixth floor, but White activates the trap on the ground, and Goko and Android #8 get into it.  40 What are you going to do, Goko?! Scary BuyonD'suru Goko!! Senritsu no Buyon (どうす悟空!! 戦慄ブヨ) Spain: Buyon,
the invincible monster Hispanoamerica: Goku's struggle with the formidable BuyonHeads 64 and 6526 November 1986 Goku and Android #8 fall into a mysterious room in which there is a huge monster named Buyon. Goko's attacks are ineffective, including Kamehameh. Goko breaks a
hole in the wall and gets into the Android jacket #8. The cold penetrates through the hole and Buyon freezes. Destroying Buyon's body with a blow, Goku jumps high on White's floor and forces Android #8 his Nyon. Gokou tells White to release the village chief.  41 The end of the muscular
tower (Massuru taw' no saigo (The最後 Last Day in the Control Tower) Hispanoamerica: The last day at the Tower of Power Chapter 663ワ December 1986 Goko and White begin to fight. that angers the young man who returns the attack on White by all means, but suddenly stops by
Hutchen before knocking him down. Go back to the village.  42 Inevitable danger! Hold on to HutchanaKi ippatsu!! Ganbare Hutchan (危機髪!! ガちゃ) Spain: The Secret of Dr. Flappe Hispanoamerica: The Unexpected Secret of Dr. FlappeHead 67 and the original December 10, 1986Gok
enjoys good food as a thank you to Suno's parents. Hutchan says that for a while he had in storage U Sinchu (5-star ball), hiding it so that General White did not kill the villagers. The mayor, seeing the kindness of Hutchan, invites him to live with him, but the android does not agree to have
a bomb inside him. Suno and Goko decide to help him find a scientist who lives near the village to drop a bomb. Along the way, they unknowingly attacked Murasaki, who survived the destruction of the tower. Dr. Frappe decides to help them, but as he prepares for surgery, he is surprised
by Murasaki, who forces him to steal gokou Dragon Balls (which eventually turns out to be just his lunch). The young man pursues Murasaki until he gets his lunch back, but frozen, and Hatchan is freed from the bomb by the doctor.  43 Bulma House in the western capital (Nishi no miyako
no Buruma n'chi (⻄都ブ) ち Spain: Goke discovers the city Hispanoamerica: Bulma House to the west of the metropolisHead 67 and 6817 December 1986Goke left for the capital of the West, To ask Bulm to fix Dragon Radar. but no one knows her. Talk to the taxi driver, Goko gets into the
account that he needs money. He encounters a martial arts fighter, betting that no one can defeat him, but the young man easily defeats him and receives 100,000 zenis ($1000). Eventually, thanks to the help of a policeman, Goko manages to find Bulma's house: Capsule Corporation.  44
Goko, friends and many dangers (Goko on nakama to kiken ga ippai (悟空と仲間と 危険っぱ) Spain: Reunion with friends Hispanoamerica: Goke and his friends in terrible conditionsHead 69 and original24 December 1986Gok manages to get to the house of Bulma, But he is in the
classroom. , Dr. Brief, and he's going to fix the Dragon Radar. After fixing the radar, the young woman decides to accompany Goko, and for this she invented the Micro Band, allowing her to shrink. This is aimed at traveling through Goka when it enters the Kinto cloud. Meanwhile, the Red
Ribbon Army sends Husky to steal two Goko Dragons. Bulma and Goke take a tour of the city and meet Yamcha, Oolong and Poir, deciding to go all out to the amusement park in the air obelisk.  45 Let's be careful! Air TrapKi or zuckero! Kocha no Wana (気をつけろ!空罠) Spain: Hasky,
Cat Hispanoamerica: Beware! There is a trap Original7 January 1987Gok and his friends arrive at the amusement park, and then immediately behind them Husky, who is unable to attack the boy. The thief decides to use a more complex plan and goes through a fortune teller, which is
robbed by two bandits (her henchmen) to escape from Goko and her friends. As a thank you, he suggests that his future to deceive them and pick up dragon balls, but the plan is not because of their Goko, Oolong and Poir pursue thieves who leave Yamchu in the care of the Dragon Balls
with the alleged fortune teller, whom Husky has placed this place in order to seduce him. Gokou returns as soon as he catches the thieves and finds Yamchu gagged, who informs Goku that the Huskies stole the Dragon's Sphere and put a bomb in the park. The Huskies try to escape, but
hits Goko with a cloud of Kinto, managing to save the park and the Sphere. As soon as they return to Bulma's house, he and Goko leave in search of the next Dragon Ball, leaving Yamchu and the others behind.  46 The Great Failure of Bulma (Buruma without daisopai (ブ失敗) Spain: Not
very deserted island Hispanoamerica: Complete failure BulmaHead 7014 January 1987Goku and Bulma approach Dragon Ball sought General Blue. It is located at the bottom of the ocean, so they decide to go to a nearby island. who attack her, thinking it's Son of Goko. Bulma tries to
escape in search of Gokou, and when he finds him, the young man easily defeats the soldiers. Knowing that they can not swim to the bottom of the ocean and they do not have a submarine, they decide to go to the rescue in search of Kama Sennin.  47 Kam house is open! Kama House
Hackensar!! (CAME HOUSE 発⾒さ!!) Spain: In Search of the Pirate Treasures Hispanoamerica: Find the house of RoshiHead 7121 January 1987Gok and Bulma arrive at The Came House in search of senior master Kame Sen'nin, who decides to lend them a submarine capable of flying in
exchange for a Micro Band to shrink in size, but they have to wait for lunch and Crilin re-purchase with the vehicle. Meanwhile, the army sees on the radar the location of the island elders and assumes that it is the basis of The Allies of Gokoa that they order the Blue to explore the island.
While one of Blue's soldiers sets out to explore the area, Goko, Bulma, and Krilin set out in search of the Dragon Ball, and if they are lucky, they will also be able to find the Treasure of the Pirates, which the Master speaks of.  48 General Blue launches attack! Buro shun k'geki kaishi!! (ブ
ルー将軍 攻撃開始!!) Spain: General Blue attacks Hispanoamerica: General Blue begins to attackThe Head 7228 January 1987 Goke and his comrades reach a point that points to radar and dive into the sea, but saw General Blue, who after receiving the order of the Headquarters to attack
the House of Kame, sends Captain Doc with half a brigade, while the blue decides to go after Goko and others with another half. Krilin leads the submarine to the bottom of the ocean and Goko leaves the ocean to explore, but they do not find Dragon Ball. They then discover the entrance to
the grotto, where the Sphere can be hidden, after which they are attacked by an army submarine, the Red Ribbon.  49 Lunch Care (Aausy Ranchi-san (危うチさ) Spain: Mysterious Grotto Hispanoamerica: Beware of enemyHeads 72 to 744 February 1987Goku and company continue their
journey through the underwater grotto escape through the hair of General Blue. Another part of the blue brigade attacks Kame House, but they are easily defeated by the senior host and Lunch. that includes electric lighting that someone has been there before. Later they find the skeleton of
a pirate, which forces them to conclude that they are inside a pirate base and where their treasures can be hidden.  50 Pirate Trap (Kaizokutachi no wana (海賊ちワ) Spain: Pirate Lair Hispanoamerica: Mystery of PiratesHeads 74 and 7511 February 1987I enter the cave Goko and its
companions, Like General Blue's Army officers, there are several traps, including a corridor full of buttons that make spear fire from side to side, lava pit and pit with electric eels. killing everyone. Heroes and blues safely arrive on different roads in a large underground port of pirates.
However, it turns out not to be abandoned and Bulma and others are attacked by a pirate robot that guards in the shadows.  51 Keeper of the seabed (Kaitei no g'doman (海低ガ) Spain: Hispanoamerica Pirate Robot: Keeper of the Deep Chapters 75 and 7618 February 1987Gok and Krilin
encounter a robot keeper, But they have a lot of difficulties finishing it: Neither the cannon ship nor running it with the truck seems to be able to defeat it, so everyone starts to run away. Bulma and Creeline outpaced General Blue. The general changes the signal left by Goko by his friends,
and Gokov sends the young man in the wrong direction. Bulma and Krilin arrive in a tunnel full of water and continue on their way to diving, followed by Blue's tenacity.  52 Achieved! Treasure discovered Yatta! Okakar Hakken Spain: Treasure exists Hispanoamerica: Excellent! We found
treasureHeads 76 and 7725 February 1987Gok' continues on the other way of deceiving Blue until he reaches the wall where he falls into a trap that sends him with a giant octopus that tries to eat it but is eventually cooked by Kame Hame Ha. Bulma and Krilin pass through a water tunnel
to escape and arrive at the treasure site, but are attacked by security. Krilin manages to deactivate it, and they find the key inside the chest and manage to use it to find the treasure; but at that moment there is a Blue who followed them. Krilin begins to fight him, and Goko listens to them,
but can not get there before Krilin is defeated because of the forces of the general, and barely manages to save him from death.  53 Terrible Bright Eyes (Kyofu no hikaru me (恐怖光眼) Spain: Grotto of a Thousand Dangers Hispanoamerica: The Sinister Cave of Chapter 77 to 794 March
1987Blue and Goke face to face, the general is defeated until he uses his special skill and paralyzes the young man. as he was about to get rid of Goku, he is frightened by the rat, and Goku is relieved of his paralysis and defeats the general. Gokou and his friends are trying to escape from
the crumbling cave, not without the 1st location of the Dragon Ball; and although the corridor through which they entered is closed, they find a pirate mini-submarine.  54 Let's run away! Niger's great escape is already nigero!! Daidasshutsu (逃げろや逃げろ!! 脱出) Spain: Save who you can!
Hispanoamerica: EscapeHeads 79 and 8011 March 1987Gok arrives just in time, where his companions are waiting in mini-submarines, but after a short journey, the car runs out of fuel. Goke then uses Kame Hame Ha to bring them to the surface of the ocean. Using the cloud Kinto, all
arrive on a nearby island, but behind them pops Up Blue, who managed to escape safely. The island they reach is Blue's base, and there they take an army ship to take over the island of Kame Sennin. Lunch, in its brutal form, escapes, stealing the diamond that Bulma managed to recover
from the Pirates. Immediately after that, Blue manages to get to Kama House and is about to steal from them Dragon Balls.  55 N'cha! Far village Penguinn'cha! Ute Pengin Mura (ちゃ 追ってペギ) Spain: Hispanoamerica Mechanical Toy Village: The Road to The Penguin House 80 and
8118 March 1987Blue manages to paralyze and trap Goke and his friends and runs with three Dragon Balls, leaving them with a bomb that will explode in 5 minutes. in their innocuous form, he returns just in time to save them from the bomb. Freed Gokou immediately goes in pursuit of
General Blue in the cloud Kinto. Trying to escape from Gokou, General Blue's plane arrives at Villa Penguin and crashes into a mountain. A young man, on his side, lands in the village and meets Aral. -- NOTE: This is a crossover episode with dr. Slump series, the series is also created by
Akira Toriyama.  56 Jojojoy! Aral climbed into the cloud! Arare kumo ni noru (うほほ雲に) Spain: Aral rises to the cloud Hispanoamerica: Aral travels in the flying cloudHeads 81, 82 and original25 March 1987Gok leaves in a flying cloud to find the general, but followed by three girls with
whom he is friends. Blue runs away before Goke reaches the spot where the plane crashed and meets several peculiar inhabitants of Villa Penguin, looking for Senbey Norimaki to get the plane. After much searching, Goko may be thinking about using the dragon's radar to find the general,
but he broke down again. Aral will take him to Dr. Norimaki to fix it.  57 I call! Aral vs. BlueTaiketsu! Arare tai Bura (対決! AVSブ) Spain: Back on track Hispanoamerica: Arale v. General Blue Chapter 83 and original8 April 1987Turb fixes Dragon Radar without his father Senbea noticing.
Already with the radar running again, Gokou realizes that there is a Dragon Ball nearby and begins to follow General Blue unconsciously. When they find him, Blue takes Aral as hostage, but his plan fails. However, he snatks the Dragon radar from Goko thanks to his paralyzing power and
attempts to kill him until he is rescued by Aral, who sends Blue to fly very far. Gokou recovers all three Dragon Balls, but Blue had the radar when he was fired. Turbo creates an exact replica of dragon radar for Goko, who continues his journey in search of the fourth sphere.  58 Sacred
Enchanted Land of Karin (Makya no seichi Karin (魔境聖地) Spain: Holy Land Hispanoamerica: Sacred Land Of the Original and Chapters 84 and 8515 April 1987Gok continues his journey in search of his grandfather's dragon ball in the west. Colonel Yellow, another member of the Red
Ribbon, seems to find the sphere he is looking for, but the volcano where it erupts and falls into the sacred land of Karin until it is found by aboriginals. but they are driven out by the Indian Bora, who now guards the Dragon Sphere. The colonel manages to escape on his plane and return to
kidnap Upa, Bora's son. After being threatened to send Tao Pai Pai, feared the killer, if not The sphere, yellow was defeated by Okow, who arrives just in time to save the Indian child. Once on the ground, Goku realizes that the found Dragon Ball Bora was left to him by his grandfather.
Meanwhile, General Blue and Tao Pai Pai arrive at the headquarters of the Tape Network.  59 He's here! Tao Pai Pai, the best killer in the worldKita! Sekaichi no Korosi Taopaipai (き!世界殺屋 桃) Spain: Tao Pai Pye takes effect Hispanoamerica: Tao PaiPai, the world's most famous fighter
arrivedHeads 85 and 8622 April 1987 General Blue arrives before Commander Red, while he is reunited with Tao Pai Pai, and hands him a dragon's radar, but the blue reprimand is not brought to him by the Dragon. Red will spare Blue's life if he manages to defeat Tao Pai Pai in battle, but
is eventually destroyed by the killer, simply using his tongue. Meanwhile, Goko talks to Bora, and the Aboriginal explains that they are in the Holy Land, at the foot of the Karin Tower, telling him the legend that surrounds her and the mysterious Wonder Water that is on top. When a young
man decides whether to climb the tower, Tao Pai Pai arrives. Bora confronts him, but is killed in front of his son.  60 Challenge! Kame Hame Ha VS DodonpaShubu!! Kamehameha tai Dodonpa (勝負!! メハメ波VSどど波) Spain: The Sacred Tower of Hispanoamerica: Kame Hame Forces
vs. Tao Pai PaiHeads 86 and 8729 April 1987Gok, enraged by Bora's death, launches himself into an attack on Tao Pai Pai, but the killer far surpasses the young man. Goko even uses his Kame Hame Ha, but all he can do is destroy the clothes of Tao Pai Pai. The killer responds with a
dodonpa beam that hits Goku in the chest, apparently killing him. Tao leaves, carrying a lump of Goku with three Dragon Balls, but does not realize that another sphere is left with the child, saving his life from attack. Receiving new clothes, the killer calls the military base Red Ribbon and
receives information about the lack of scope. Tao Pai Pai warns that he will be back for her in three days, when she will have new clothes. Meanwhile, Goku wakes up just as the soldier arrives to collect the missing Dragon Ball and easily defeats him. Seeing Bora's tomb, Gokosh decides
that he will revive him by collecting 7 Dragon Spheres, and in order to defeat Tao Pai Pai, he decides to try to climb the karin Tower.  61 Mr. Karin Karin Tower (Karin t'no Karin-sama (様 塔) Spain: Teacher Teachers Hispanoamerica: Tower of The Master Karin Chapters 87 and 886 May
1987Gok arrives at the building at the top of the tower. with waters that allow him to see his friends and other strangers in a reflection symbolizing his past, his present and his future. After a while, a young man meets Karin, the master of the tower. The hermit points out that what he is
looking for in a vessel in the middle of the room, but the feline prevents Goke from reaching the bottle warning him that he must take it away from him if he wants to drink the precious liquid, so he starts trying again and again. Tired of chasing him, the young man asks the hermit if anyone
has ever managed to drink water before; Karin replies that only her teacher Kame Sennin did this, and that she lasted three years to achieve this.  62 Is it for real?! Consequences of Chaseisui Hatashite!? Chaseisui but kikime (果て!? 超聖⽔ききめ) Spain: Sacred Water Hispanoamerica:
The advantage of the ultra sacred waterHead 89 and 9013 May 1987Gok continues to try to catch Karin. The cat removes the four-star Dragon Ball from Goku and drops it out of the window on the ground, so the young man has to go down and climb the tower again. After a couple of days
chasing Karin, Goko begins to imitate her breathing and movements until she manages to read the cat's movements and gets a bottle. When Goke finally drinks water, the hermit explains that it is nothing more than simple running water; that the real secret to becoming strong was his
strength gained by climbing the tower again and trying to get a bath. Gokou lowers the tower, ready to meet Tao Pai Pai again.  63 Counterattack son of Goko (Son of Goko no Gjakush (孫悟空逆襲) Spain: Return of Goko Hispanoamerica: Goke CounterattackHead 90 to 9220 May 1987Tao
Pai Pai returns to the sacred land of Karin. Shortly after Goku descends from the tower and rescues Upa, who is about to be killed. , Tao Pai Pai decides to drink the Holy Water of Ch'seisui and begins to climb the Karin Tower.  64 Ending Tao Pai Saigo no Tao Pai Pai (最後桃) Spain:
Defeat of Tao Pai Pai Hispanoamerica: The Last Tao Pai PaiOriginal, Chapters 92 and 9327 May 1987 Gto Tao Pai Pai climbs the tower, Goko carefree eats and rests. Tao Pai Pai arrives where Karin and Karin give her water, deceiving her about its consequences. Before the killer leaves,
Karin also invites him to come down faster, but the killer throws him off half the tower. When they descend, Goko and Tao Pai Pai continue to struggle. The killer viciously attacks him, and everything indicates that he defeats the young man, but Goku No problem. Cornering him, Tao Pai Pai
trickes the grenade into his treason, but the young man returns it, and the killer disappears with an explosion. Gokou checks the Dragon Radar and realizes that the remaining Dragon Balls are at the military base, and decides to go this way.  65 Come on, come on, Goko! The attack OfYuke
Goko begins! Totsugeki kaishi (ゆけ悟空!突撃開始) Spain: Hispanoamerica Headquarters Road: Come on Goke! The fight begins At 9310 June 1987Wiyke Regiment, under the command of Colonel Violet, finds Chii Sinchuu in the river, but they are attacked by a giant crocodile and an
indigenous Aborigines Paku Paku. As they escape to a military base, the colonel is the only one who manages to survive and hands Dragon Ball commander Red. In Kama, Haus Bulma creates a flying video camera with which he manages to find Goke, and realizes that the young man is
on his way to the military base of the Red Ribbon. Bulma creates a phone and calls Yamche and the company to help Goko against the army. Meanwhile, the young man reaches the enemy base.  66 Desperate Defense and Red Tape Army Attack Reddo Ribon Pistol hisshi no k'b'ボ攻防軍
必死, Spain: Attack on the army of General Red Hispanoamerica: The last efforts of the original Red Patrol, Chapter 93 and 9417 June 1987.While they are heading to the red army base, Yamcha Tape and company pick up Krilin, who fled in the middle of the sea. On the other hand, Gokoch
approaches the base and when detected is attacked by defense. Goko avoids missile attacks and manages to land on the base, starting one after another with a swipe at army soldiers. Commander Red, followed by his assistant Black, hides the top of the tower after seeing the attack of a
young man. Goko follows them thanks to the Dragon Radar signal.  67 Commander Red dies! Reddo sui shisu!! (レッド総帥死す!!) Spain: The End of General Red Hispanoamerica: Red Patrol Commander diesHeads 95 and 9624 June 1987Gok continues to attack the military base.
Commander Red sees his army abandon him, and even Colonel Violet puts on a safe. The commander leaves Assistant Sergeant Black to confront the young man while he activates the trap, trying to kill them both. Believing himself to be the winner, the commander clarifies that his desire
is to increase his status, the speech is heard by a black man who survives in a trap. Black, enraged by betrayal, kills Red and proclaims himself the New Commander-in-Chief. After that, Gokou also comes out of the trap alive and confronts Black. Being out of match for a child, sergeant
robot to face him. Meanwhile, Yamcha and company meet Colonel Violet in the air, and both dodging very little.  68 Last Dragon Ball (Saigo no Doragon B'ru (最後ゴボ) Spain: The Last Magic Ball Latin America: The Last Dragon SphereHeads 96 and 971 July 1987Gok continues to fight
against blacks. The officer fires a rocket that destroys the entire base, but the young man manages to return it, and Black slowly dodges it. bursting and killing the sergeant. Fully about the victory over the army Goko collects six dragon balls, but, to his surprise, the seventh does not appear
on the radar. Yamcha and company finally arrive at the base to help Goko. When everyone discusses how to sit down at headquarters, they see Goko walking past the Kinto cloud and calling it. The young man explains that he has completely graduated from the army, so his help is no
longer needed. Then Goku asks Bulma to check the Dragon Radar, but he needs tools, so everyone goes to Kama House.  Uranus Baba Palace (1987) - Title (5) 6 7 Adapted from: Premiere 69 Beautiful Eh?! Baba, Kyto na!? Uranai Baba (キュ!? 占) Spain: Baba, la Adivina Spain: Who is
Uranai Baba too? Chapters 97 and 988 July 1987 Bullma finds nothing wrong in the dragon's radar by checking that it works properly. She makes it that something or someone swallowed a sphere and takes it out of the field of detection. Master Mutenroshi then offers to visit the old fortune
teller Uranai Baba to find the last dragon ball with his clairvoyance. Goko leaves with Yamchi, Poir, Krylin, and collects Upa to his place of residence, and as soon as the fortune teller is shown, she tells them that it will cost them a lot of money for their services. In the face of a lack of money,
Baba offers a challenge: Defeat 5 of her warriors in exchange for their divination.  70 Attack! Our 5 Totsugeki warriors! Varera Gonin no Senshi (突撃!われ戦⼠) Spain: Five Opponents of Hispanoamerica: Attack of the Five WarriorsHeads 99 and 10015 July 1987Krilin is the first and fights
with a vampire boxer. Krilin is surprised by the strange dance of the vampire and drowns his fangs in the scalp of Krilin. He loses a lot of blood and throws himself into the lake, losing. Self-confident, Upa and Poir decide to fight together, against which Baba does not mind, using a good anti-
night strategy and eventually winning. Yamcha is next. Baba says his opponent is the Invisible Man, which makes him almost invulnerable. In front of the face Yamcha, Creeline came up with a great idea.  71 The Great Bloody Battle to Death (Kesshi no Dairy Kessen (決死流⾎戦) Spain:
The Devil's Pit Hispanoamerica: Bloody and Deadly BattleHead 100 and 10122 July 1987Goku finds Bulma and Rocha, Yamcha hears the steps of an invisible man outside the house until Baba starts talking and singing. that falls on an invisible man, exposing him to Yamche. He performs
his Wolf Fist technique, forcing the Invisible to surrender, forcing Yamchu to win. Roshi says that Uranai Baba is his sister. For the next fight, Baba takes everyone to his tower, where he checks that Goku is an out-of-the-ordinary boy. Yamcha is waiting for his next opponent over a terrible
battle ring.  72 Meeting with Goko's son! Toilet DevilSyn Goko Kenzan! Akuma no Benjo (孫悟空⾒参!悪魔便所) Spain: Fighting in the diabolical pit Hispanoamerica: Fighting Goko in the devil's bathHeads 101 and 10229 July 1987Moy mother is a much faster and stronger enemy than it
seems, and Yamcha is about to fall off the platform. The mummy performs a surprise attack on Yamcha. Poir is trying to help, but he's only making things worse. Goko saves Yamchu from hitting the moat at the last minute and enters the fray to replace him.  73 Akumigt lightning, deadly
technique?! Hissatsu Akumaytok-sen to wa!? (必殺アクマイト光線とは!?) Spain: The Death Force of the Devil Hispanoamerica: What is the deadly glow of the devil? Chapters 103 and 1045 August 1987Myuka is now fighting with Goko. After exchanging blows, where Goke is clearly
superior, the mummy decides to use his bandages as a method of suffocation against the young man. After a tense struggle, Goku manages to free himself. Finally, the boy defeats the mummy with one blow. Gokoa's next opponent is a demon with a movement that appears to be deadly. 
74 Mysterious Fifth Man (Nazo no Goninme no Otoko (ぞ August 104五 and 10512⽬男) Spain: The Fifth Opponent of Latin America: Mysterious Fifth Party Chapter 104 and 10512 August 1987 Demon Defends with Trident, who falls Goku, but does not match a strong blow from the boy.
Man. The fight starts.  75 Clash! Powerful opponentGekitotsu!! Kyoteki Doshi (激突!! 強敵同⼠) Spain: Mysterious opponent Hispanoamerica: What? The mighty enemy turned out to be an old friend! Chapter 105 to August 10719, 1987A the flow of punches and keys from the two rivals
surprises all. None of us seem to succumb to his violent attack until a masked man launches Kamehameh, whom Goko manages to escape. The boy makes his own Kamehameha, throwing a masked man to the ground. A man grabs Gokov by the tail in the guy's back, which disables him.
The masked man is becoming more familiar with Rosha and shows that he is nothing more than Gokov's deceased grandfather: Son Gohan.  76 The true identity of a masked man ...?! Otoko Stone but Joke Wa!? (仮⾯男の正体は!?) Spain: Opponent removes hispanoamerica mask: The
true identity of a man in a mask ... Chapters 107 and 10826 August 1987The struggle continues; Sung Gohan hit Goka several times on the ground, grabbing him by the tail. Meanwhile, Pilaf is testing his new power vehicle. In the end, it turned out that it was Pilaf who had the last Dragon
Ball contained in an airtight closure that interferes with radar signals. While Gohan continues to punish Goka, his tail goes off, so the boy no longer has weaknesses. Gohan gives up to him and shows his face to Goku. Bulma tells the late old man about the adventures with Gok and his
friends. Gohan decides to stay dead and disappears after saying goodbye. Baba reveals the exact location of the Sphere: the car is heading to its position.  77 Great Strategy Pilaf Pirafu no Daisakusen (ピフ作戦) Spain: Tactics Pilaf Hispanoamerica: The Great Plan of PilafHeads 109 and



1102 September 1987Pilaf heads to Baba in the hope of getting all the Dragon Spheres of Dragons at once, thinking that Gokou still has a weakness. Goko parts with them, stops and recognizes a trio of enemies. Pilaf challenges Goku in battle by agreeing to play the dragon sphere he
possesses against 6 Goko. Pilaf, Mai and Shu decide to attack Goka with their robots, but to Pilaf's horror, they believe that Goko no longer has a tail. Pilaf combines all 3 machines in an attempt to win, as separately the young man seems immune to his attacks. Gokou launches the
powerful Kame Hame Ha, which seriously damages the combination. Finally, after the defeat, Pilaf hands Goku the sphere of the star and Shue his ninja costume.  78 Shenlong Returns (Shenron Futatabi (神⿓ふび) Spain: Return of the Divine Dragon Again God of the Dragon Chapters
111 and 1129 September 1987Gok flies along with Upa home, near the Sacred Tower of Karin. Goko calls the dragon Shenlong, and Upa asks to resurrect his father. The dragon grants desire, and Bora rises from the grave. Before the Spheres dissipate across the Earth, Goko traps a four-
star, already turned into stone. Returning to his friends, Roshi says that he has nothing more to teach Goku, so he, without his Kinto Cloud, decides to train independently until the next martial arts tournament, which will be attended by everyone.  79 Pumpkin eats men from Kinkaku and
Ginkaku (Kinkaku Ginkaku no Hito Kui Hy'tan (⾦⾓ 銀⾓⾷ひょう) Spain: Magic Pumpkin Hispanoamerica: Gold, Silver and Dining Eats Men Original September 16, 1987Gok e travels through the mountains when she sees a girl who is about to devour an anthropomorphic tiger and save
her. that both men go to the lists of all citizens, and that if they do not meet the present, they disappear. It's because of the magic pumpkin they both own. Goko challenges them and overcomes them, but a duo of criminals soaks Up Goka in the amulet, being locked. However, he manages
to free himself and reappear, capturing the pumpkin. Finally, Gokov frees people from villains.  80 Before the game! Goko vs. TenlongIza ome Shiai! Goko Tai Tenron (Australiaざ御前試合!悟空VS天⿓) Spain: Royal Fight Hispanoamerica: Fighting in the Presence of the King, Goko vs.
TenlongOriginal23 September 1987Gok' makes the journey to challenge Chintaiken, a famous martial arts fighter. Chintaiken is busy defending against the Rising Dragon and his two people when he falls ill and must be protected by Goku. Chintaiken asks Goko to fight for him against the
Rising Dragon in a match against the King of the City to win the respect that his martial arts school deserves. Goko fights the Rising Dragon, ending with the winner. The Dragon Brothers are finally joining Chintaiken's teachings.  81 Goko goes into the world of demons (Goko Mackay and
Iku (悟空-魔界へ⾏く) Spain: Goku among the ghosts of Hispanoamerica: Goku goes to the land of the devilOriginal30 September 1987Goku arrives in the village, In King's Castle, they have doubts that Gokou will succeed, but recruit him to Shul's face after seeing his fighting skills. the
door of the Demonic World, opened thanks to Shula's sword. Goko meets the guards Of Mylay and Gola. Eventually Shula appears and Goko manages to hit him, running away with Massa. Mailey and Gola help him and pull out Shula's sword, sealing the Portal, which has crushed two
worlds.  82 Violent Monster Inoshikach (Abare Kaijo Inoshikach (あばれ怪獣ノチョウ) Spain: Flying boar Hispanoamerica: Violent monster named Inokh-ka-choOriginal7 October 1987Gok finds several people, They say a monster named Inosh-ka-cho, a pig crossing with a deer, terrorizes
his people. Goko realizes that they only pretend to kill a monster to get money. The girl wakes Goka, saying that she found him unconscious in the woods. Gokou goes after searching and finds two strangers who do the same trick. Goko says that they are friends with Inosh-ka-cho, but they
deceive the villagers, believing that Goke is the only one who is plotting something. Gokou picks up Inosh-ka-cho and runs away, but the villagers follow him. Finally, Inosh-ka-cho is accepted by the residents to perform field work, and it is specified that Goko was only trying to help.  22nd
Martial Arts Tournament (1987-1988) - Title adapted from: Premiere 83 Hurry, Goko! Tencaichi Bud-kaiIzoge Goko! Tenkaichi Bud-kai (Aそげ悟空!天下武道会) Spain: To papaya island Hispanoamerica: Hurry up, Goke! The Martial Arts Tournament is held on October 14, 1987 Three years
have passed, and it is the day before the World Martial Arts Tournament. Goko rescues Konkichi, a small green fox that is chased by three people. Konkichi takes Goka to the airport to fly to Papaya Island, where the tournament takes place. Gokou has no money, so you have to go to the
city carnival to earn it on time. Goke manages to get it on a machine that measures strength. Uranai Baba, a fortune teller, appears before them, claiming that he is on vacation. Suddenly Konkichi escapes, but he is caught by bandits, chasing him. They make him rob a bank. Konkichi
admits to Goku that he was a criminal, but wants to change. Baba tells Goku, where the three men are, grabbing them and taking them to jail. Unfortunately, he misses his flight, so he decides to go swimming on the island of Papaya.  84 Aim to be the best artist Budo Tenkaiti!! (めざせ武道
天下⼀!!) Spain: The Eve of the Great Hispanoamerica Tournament: Who is the best fighter in martial arts? Chapter 11321 October 1987Crylin, Yamcha and others arrive on the island of Papaya and wait for Goko, who has his own problems. Master Crane (Tsuru Sen'nin) and two of his best
students (the same ones who cheated villages with the Flying Boar and whom Goke exposed) appear in the tournament. Just as the registration period is about to end, Goku appears. The next morning was the 22nd edition of Tenkaichi Budokai and Goke, Krilin and Yamcha go to tatamis
for the first playoff. Master Roshi disappears, and Jackie Chung again introduces Hesh Hesh.  85 Focused on winning! Survive in preliminationsKachinokoru zo!! Yosen Sabaibaru (勝ちこぞっ!! 予選) Spain: The first day of Hispanoamerica: We must win! Who will do it in the preliminary?
Chapter 11428 October 1987Gok, Krilin, Yamcha and Jackie Chung advance to the eighth round after winning their first matches. They're all separated, so they're not going to meet each other until the final. In the quarters, Yamcha, Krilin and the apprentice of the Master Crow, known as
Ten Shin Han, win their fights. Goku's next.  86 Decided! 8 BraveKettei!! Hachinin no Y'shatachi (決定!! 8勇者ち) Spain: Carousel of Hispanoamerica Fighters: Eight finalistsOriginal and chapter 1154 November 1987Gok much faster and stronger than King Chappa, and beats him without
problems. Then Jackie Chung enters the fight, and although he is completely distracted by the thought of the new power of Goko, he defeats his opponent with one blow. The preliminary round will continue after a short break. During the meal, Yamcha and Ten Shin Khan are about to get
into a fight, but again, Jackie Chung is preventing them. In the final round of selection Nam suffered a brutal defeat by Ten Chin Khan. Goko, Krilin, Yamcha and Jackie Chung have been announced as finalists along with two disciples of the Raven Master.  87 Challenge! Yamcha vs. Ten
Shin HanTaiketsu!! Yamucha Tai Ten Shin Han (対決!! ヤムチャVS天津飯) Spain: Eight finalists Hispanoamerica: Yamcha v. Ten Shin HanHeads 116 and 11711 November 1987 Finalists are preparing to take their numbers to choose the order of matches. Chausu uses his telekinetic
forces to settle the fighting. The first fight will be Yamcha vs. Ten Shin Han, the second will be Jackie Chung vs. Wolf Man, third: Krielin vs. Chauzo, and fourth and last: Goko vs. Pamputt. After a quick meal for Goku begins the final tournament. Yamcha and Ten Shin Han begin to strike
quickly and are surprised by the strength of each other. During a pause in action, Yamcha claims that he will use his new technique.  88 Beware, Yamcha! Scary Ten Shin HanYuke Yamucha! Osor Besi Ten Shin Khan (ゆけヤムチャ!恐べ天津飯) Spain: Yamcha suffers transpias
Hispanoamerica: Be careful, Yamcha! The fearsome Ten Shin Khan is very dangerousHeads 117, 118 and the original November 18, 1987Yamcha uses his technique Wolf Breath, unloading blunt blows on Ten Shin Khan, but they have no effect. To everyone's surprise, and when he is
cornered, Yamcha shoots Kame Hame Ha, but Ten manages to fight him back to him. Yamcha jumps to avoid it. However, Ten Shin Khan manages to hit him in the air to the ground, knocking him unconscious. Despite everything, the fight does not end there.  89 Terror! Discontent with the
full moon Tofu!! Mangetsu no Urami (恐怖!! 満⽉恨み) Spain: Wolf Man shame Hispanoamerica: Terror! The mystery of the full moonOriginal and Chapter 118 to 12025 November 1987 After the brutal defeat of Yamch Ten Shin Han, the second battle begins. The wolf man waited three
years for a chance to fight Jackie Chung. He is very resentful of Jackie for destroying the moon, which prevents him from changing people. The wolf man tries to hit Jackie as fast as he can, but the old man evades everything without any effort. The wolf man, being stamped against the wall,
then pulls out the knife, but Jackie stops him and defeats him easily. After defeating Wolf Man, Jackie Chung calls Krilin. Hypnotized, Wolf Man, believing that Krilin's head is the Moon, he becomes a man again.  90 What? What did you say? Dodonpa? Nanana!! Nanto Dodonpa (Aっ!! と ど
ど波) Spain: A very dangerous revelation Hispanoamerica: What? A what? A what? Dodonpa? Chapter 1202 December 1987Cilin and Chausu contest the third match. Chausu shows everyone his ability to fly and starts shooting the rays of Dodonpa at Krilina, who is forced to move and
jump without stopping to avoid them. Gokou identifies dodonpa beam, the same technique used by mercenary Tao Pai Pai. Ten Shin Han is surprised to learn that Goko was the one who defeated him, as Tao belonged to the School of Crowmaster. Jackie Chung shows Goko that he was
the brother of The Raven Master. Tell your master what happened, and order Chaoz to unload his rage on Krilin to get revenge. Cornered by Chausa floating in the air, Creelin decides to try to make Kame Hame Ha, although he had never used it before.  91 Investments! Krilin's
mathematical plan. Gyakuten!! Kuririn no P'den not Daisakusen (逆転!! でネ作戦) Spain: Latin America's Mathematical Victory: The Situation Has Changed! The Mathematical Plan of Krilina Chapter 121 and the original December 9, 1987Chaozu shoots his Dodonpa beam on Creelin, which
produces a large explosion. Suddenly, Krilin appears in the air and uses Kame Hame Ha on Chaozu, which hits completely. Chauz, badly wounded, barely manages to avoid leaving the tatami. A small caregiver changes strategy and decides to use his head, rushing in a spinning headbutt
motion towards Krielin to push him out of the ring. Avoiding this, Chaosu then uses his psychokinetic abilities to paralyze and have Krilin at his mercy, causing him severe punishment. In his last breath, Krilin realizes that Chauz needs his hands to use his powers, so he offers a mathematical
task. Chauzo begins to count on his fingers and Creeline manages to win because of this. In the evening of the same day, someone sneaks into Gokov's room and tries to kill him. Gokov wakes up and the man runs, but Krilin and Goko go to find him. It was the Master Crow who sought to
avenge the defeat of Tao Pai Pye, his brother.  92 Wait! Calling Goko! Omatase! Son of Goko Sanjo!! (おまたせーっ!孫悟空参上!!) Spain: Just in time to win Hispanoamerica: Finally- Turn GokeOriginal and Chapter 12216 December 1987The representative of Pamputt, the movie and TV
star and goko's next rival in the tournament, sees how strong the boy is and realizes that Pamputt can not defeat him. This would have ruined the representative if he had not been able to sign new media contracts. Goko leaves the complex to run a little, and the manager will play him in his
car, telling him that the tournament has moved to another stadium. He's offering to go to Goka. Meanwhile, Lunch, in his aggressive form, sees it all, follows Gokov and easily defeats the bodyguards of the representative. Gokou rushes back to the real tatami just in time for his fight.
Pamputt is very confident of his victory, but Goko evades his attack and tips Pamputt three quick punches leaving him with a knockout.  93 Equal Skills! Ten Shin Khan vs. JackieJitsuriku Hakucho!! Ten Shin Han Tai Jakkii (実⼒伯仲!! 天津飯VSャキ) Spain: Two very talented Latin American
rivals: A very difficult fight: Ten Shin Khan vs. Jackie ChunOriginal and Chapter 12323 December 1987 The first semifinal is about to begin: Jackie Chung and Ten Shin Khan begin their match. There is an attack first, and Jackie Chung grabs it and Out of the ring. It has been revealed that it
also has the ability to fly, and floats back into the ring. Jackie Chung then uses the technique of mirror imagery: she creates eight images of herself and quickly revolves around Ten Shin Khan, who closes and attacks her from all sides. Ten uses his three eyes to find out what the real Jackie
is and kicks him in the face. Jackie Chung takes off her shirt and prepares for the fight 100%. They begin to brutally attack each other.  94 Gegege! Taiyaken, the new sacred techniqueGege!! Shintsurusenry-Taiy-ken (ゲゲゲ!! 鶴仙流-太陽拳) Spain: Unexpected Hispanoamerica Decision:
What! Technique Master Tsuru: Tai-ken Chapter 12430 December 1987Ten Shin Han and Jackie Chung continue to fight. He kicks Jackie, which makes him fly to the edge of the tatami. Tried to push him out, but Jackie manages to escape and return to the center of the arena. Ten Shin
Khan decides to use his Solar Fist technique, which dazzles all the audience, including Jackie. So Ten hit him hard, almost knocking out Jackie. The announcer begins the countdown, but before he reaches ten, Jackie Chung gets up. He then begins to speak to Ten Shin Han, telling him
about the error of his evil ways in the struggle. Make him ignore it and launch a violent attack. As Jackie continues to preach, Master Raven suddenly realizes that Jackie Chung is indeed Roshi's Master in disguise. He communicates telepathically with ten warnings of him about it, and that's
when the three-eyed man shoots, to everyone's surprise, Kame Hame Ha. Jackie Chung manages to divert him up, and after a few last words of wisdom, the fight ended in a completely unexpected way.  95 Fight! Goko vs. KrilinFito!! Goko Tai Kuririn (ファ!! 悟空VS) Spain: Goke vs. Krilina
Hispanoamerica: To fight! Gokou vs. Krilin! Chapters 125 and 1266 January 1988Tras Jackie's voluntary rejection and the victory of Ten Shin Khan, Goko and Creelin could begin the last semi-final. After a few minutes of fighting and exchanging punches and kicks, the two seem to match
evenly. Gokokh jumps through the air, and Krilin follows him. The sun is reflected in krilin's baldness and Goku's blinds, allowing him to kick the ground. Meanwhile, Ten Shin Khan appears before Master Rocha to ask him why he gave up the fight. Master Roshi tells him that he is not a
murderer, although he acts as such. He claims that Ten has a conscience, and that makes him a hero. The three-eyed man tries to ignore the teachings of Rosha and promises not to spare his opponent in the final of the tournament.  96 Could it be, Goko?! The great strategy of KrilinaMas
ka Goko!? Kuririn no Daisakusen (まさ悟空!作戦) Spain: Brotherly Struggle Hispanoamerica: Surprise Goku and Plan KrilinHeads 126 and 12713 January 1988Goku and Krilin continue their struggle. Gokou runs towards Krilin and jumps into the air and uses Kame Hame Ha to propel
himself towards Krilin, who takes a heavy punch that leaves him semi-unconscious. The announcer starts the countdown, but Krilin gets up. Gokou takes some powerful blows from Krilin, who realizes that he has only one option to defeat him. Crylin denoids firing Kame Hame Ha to Gok,
who warns him that he will not take effect and easily blocks it. Suddenly, Krilin took advantage of the explosion to appear behind Goka and grabbed him by the tail. Goko faints, and the announcer begins to count. Before he reaches ten, Goku gets up and beats Krilin, telling him that for the
last three years he has been working with the tail until his only weak spot has disappeared from the root. Krilin, stunned, tries to hit Gokov, but disappears without a trace. Actually, he's moving so fast that no one sees him. Only Ten Shin Khan, with his three-eyed vision, understands this.
Suddenly he appears next to Krillin without touching him, and throws him out of the tatami.  97 Final round! Who will be the strongest martial arts master under the sky?! Kessho!! Hatashite Budo Tenkoichi wa!? (決勝!! はたして武道天下⼀は!?) Spain: Exceptional Duel Hispanoamerica: Last
fight! Who will be the best martial arts fighter? Chapters 127 and 12820 January 1988Amcha escapes from the hospital to see the final of the tournament. The final fight between Ten Shin Han and Gokou begins: the young man grabs Ten by the leg with his tail and manages to hit him in the
face. Ten climbs up and decides to attack Goku by lightning Dodonpa, who stamps him against tatami tiles generating a large undergrowth. Gokou jumps out from under the rubble, and the fight continues. Goke now uses the technique of multiplying images of himself and surrounds Ten
Shin Han. While Goko runs, Ten manages to hit the true image and sends him to fly to the stage wall, where he unleashes a continuous and ferocious attack on Goka, leaving him completely at his mercy.  98 Higi-Haiki-ke and the power of battle (Higi-Haiki-ken in St. Pau (秘技-排球拳と戦
闘パワ) Spain: On the verge of defeat Hispanoamerica: Secret methods of Tai-ken against the fighting powerHead 129 and 13027 January 1988Goke suffers from a volleyball ball attack Ten Sheen. The young man claims that he used only part of his forces to defend his opponent, but now
is going to fight at full capacity. A brutal beating of Ten Shin Khan was unleashed. He meditates briefly and continues to fight, using a sunny fist to try to blind his opponent, but thanks to the points of master Roshi, Goko manages to knock out Ten Shin Khan. The struggle continues very
evenly until Gokov begins to notice the strange paralysis of his body, which leaves him helpless in the face of any attack of a three-eyed man.  99 The Agony of Ten Shin Khan! Ten Shin Han no Kuna!! (天津飯の苦悩!!) Spain: The Devil's Weapon Hispanoamerica: Suffering Ten Shin Khan
Heads 131 and 1323 February 1988Gok, once again, freezes in the air, allowing Ten to hit him on the ground that throws him out of the tatami, but Goko uses Kame Hame Ha to land to prevent him from landing outside the ring. Gokou suffers from a new freeze. Realizing that he wins too
easily, Ten Shin Han realizes that Chausu interferes with his forces and makes him stop as he wants to defeat Goko in a fair fight. Master Tsuru is the one who ordered Chaozu to do so and tells Tena to kill Goka. Seeing a mistake in Tsuru's teachings, Ten refuses to kill Goko. Tsuru is
reordered to use his powers, but Chauzu rejects the order. Tsuru tries to kill Chaos, but Master Roshi beats him to Kame Hame Ha, who pulls him out of the tournament zone. Now Goku and Ten Shin Han can fight without coercion. Goko attacks Ten Shin Khan with incredible force.
Suddenly, Ten decides to use a new technique: he grows two extra hands on his back.  100 life or death?! The latest alternative to Sei ka shi!? Saigo no Shudan (⽣死!? 最後⼿段) Spain: Absolute power Of Hispanoamerica: Live or Die! The ultimate alternative! Chapters 132 and 13310
February 1988 with four hands, Ten Shin Khan has a clear advantage over Gokou. He grabs Gokov by the arms and legs and repeatedly punches him in the head. Goko does not give up and uses his tail to hit and free himself. Gokou then decides to use his own eight-handed technique,
which is equal to the length of punches that tilt each other. Both continue to fight until they hit hard at the same time, causing them both to fall to the dislodged ground. The score reaches eight, but they grow. Goko drops Ten to the ground and grabs him by the legs, causing him great pain.
Ten extra hands hold Goku by the neck, but those hands eventually disappear when they lose focus. After much effort, Ten Shin Khan manages to throw and spur the young man to the walls of the stage. Gokou so Ten decides to use the deadly Ki-Ko-Ho technique, a devastating attack in
which he warns the boy to dodge him if he wants to save his life. After an impressive attack, the smoke is cleared and the tatami is found to have disappeared, leaving a huge rectangular hole in the ground. Gokov seems to have volatilized with the attack.  101 The Great Martial Arts
Collection is coming to an end! However...! bad Taikai Shure! Suck...!!! (武道⼤会終了!そして...!!) Spain: Last Hispanoamerica fight: Martial arts tournament ended ... Chapters 133 and 13417 February 1988Tra moments of uncertainty, he found that Goke jumped too high to dodge the
attack. Both in the air, Ten goes looking for him and shows that he just wanted to push Goko' off limits. Now that there is no land and Ten Shin Han can fly, Goko seems to be lost. He throws Kame Hame Ha, who pushes him and hits Tena's head, leaving them both without strength. When
the two fall to the ground quickly, Goko finally got hit by a car just before Ten touches the ground. The announcer declares Ten Shin Khan the winner. At the end of the tournament, Ten apologizes to the Yamchi for hurting his leg, and everyone decides to go to a big dinner party. Shortly
before we start, Goku realizes that he left the 4-star Dragon Ball at the stadium. Creeline will pick her up. Suddenly, Gokov feels that something is wrong, and decides to run to the stadium. Upon arrival, he discovers that Krilin and the tournament announcer are down on the ground. The
latter claims that they were attacked by a monster and that he stole the Dragon Ball and the list of names of the participants of the tournament.  The Saga picoro Daimaku (1988) - Title (5) Adapted from: Premiere 102 Death of Krilin, Horrible Plot! Kuririn no shi Osorosiki inba!! (クリリンの死
恐ろしき陰謀!!) Spain: The return of PiccoloHead 13524 February 1988Goku and his friends find Krielin killed, along with the lifeless body of a young man to discover a sheet with a symbol that Master Roshi never thought to see again. The referee says it was the work of a monster who
entered through a window, and after a quick fight with a young man, the killer took Sphere and a list of fighters. Seeing the symbol, printed on the paper left next to the body, master Roshi knows that this is the enemy, which least expected the great master, he is no more and no less mighty
Piccolo Daimao. In this, Roshi tells them how the Earth suffered a long time ago from the attack of this being and how in his youth, together with Master Crane and the mentor of both, Mutaito, he was caught in a vessel. Pilaf is the one who liberated Piccolo and is now his ally. Goku went in
search of the killer and so and be able to avenge the death of his best friend, Krilin.  103 Terror Piccolo Daima! Piccoro Daimao is no kefu!! (ピッコロ⼤魔王の恐怖!!) Spain: Tamborino begins his workHead 1362 March 1988Goku reaches and fights with the aggressor Krilina, Tamburin.
Being weak from hunger and fatigue from the martial arts tournament, he loses the fight and Tamburin considers him dead. Roshi and the others return home in the face of Goku's delay to be guarded. Tamburin gives Piccolo Daimao the Dragon Sphere and a list of fighters. He goes to kill
all the wrestlers of the martial arts tournament one by one. His first victims are King Chappa and Pamputt, who are easily defeated.  104 Son of Goko is back! Yomigaere Son Goko!! (よみがえれ孫悟空!!) Spain: Strange encounterHead 137 and 1389 March 1988 While Tamburin begins to
kill tournament fighters around the world, leaving behind a demon symbol, Piccolo creates another warrior to collect the remaining spheres of the dragon. Goku wakes up in the middle of the forest and tries to find food. Roshi, anticipating problems that may arise, plans to move Kame House
to another island in search of refuge. Goku, meanwhile, finds a large fish, which is fried by the fire in the middle of the forest and eat it. When he finishes, the mountain man emerges from the bushes, exasperated and claiming his lunch.  105 Mysterious Boy: Yajirobe Appears! Kaidanji-
Yajirob-t--!! (怪男児‧ヤジロベー登場!!) Spain: Defeat of KimbalHeads 138 and 13916 March 1988Goku fights with a mountain man. Known as Yajirobe, a virtuoso katana fighter. Roshi finds refuge for his friends on a new and large island, and decides with Tenshinkhan and Chaoz to find
the Dragon Ball and stop Piccolo Daimao. Bulma put Krilin in a frost capsule and hid him in a drawer of underwear. During the battle, Goku sees that Yajirobe has a Dragon Sphere star. At this point appears Kimbal, the monster Piccolo Daimao, claiming to do so. After a set of stone, paper
or scissors, Yajirobe wins the right to fight. Eventually Yajirobe beats him, tearing him in half. At this point, Piccolo Daimao feels Kimbal's death, before which he is enraged.  106 Beast: Tanburin has come! Mayo-Tanbarin ga yatte kuru!! (魔獣‧タンバリンがやってくる!!) Spain: The near-
perfect refugeHead 139 and 14023 March 1988Piccolo Daimao is devastated and wounded by Kimbal's death, and orders Tambourine to avenge his death, just after he pulled out The Giran in the middle of the river. Roshi and others The dragon's sphere is on its radar. Yamcha is next on
the list of participants. Tamburin finds and attacks Yamchu, but before he can kill him, Piccolo Daimao telepathically orders him to find Kimbal's killer. Master Rocha manages to get one of the Dragons Sphere in the iceberg. Goku tells Yajirobe that he intends to use the Dragon Spheres to
resurrect Krilin. As Tambourine heads towards Goku and Yajirobe.  107 Son of Goko: Explosion of Fury! Son of Goko Ikari bakuhatsu!! (孫悟空‧怒り爆発!!) Spain: The memory of KrilinaOriginal and chapter 140 and 1416 April 1988 Master Rocha has tough negotiations with pirates who
have one of the dragons of the sphere. Yajirobe refuses to surrender his Sphere to Goku. Goku will not leave until Yajirob has given it to him, but Tamburin will find them, although it is difficult for him to follow them. Tenshinkhan meets an old rival in the middle of a ghost town, where the
Dragon Sphere is marked. It turned out that the man is an opponent of Tenshinkhan, who was brutally attacked. They tried very kindly to ask for the Sphere, but the man refuses. Soldiers enter the house thinking that Ten is the killer of martial arts fighters, but Master Roshi convinces them
that they are wrong. To the man's surprise, Ten kneels and begs him to give him the Sphere. On the other hand, Tamburin finally finds Yajirobe and Goku, who is ready to avenge his friend.  108 Piccolo Daima Landing! Piccoro Daimao oritatsu!! (ピッコロ⼤魔王降り⽴つ!!) Spain: The
difficult decisionHeads 141 and 14213 April 1988th fight between Goku and Tamburin begins. Immediately, he overwhelms him with his speed. Roshi and others continue to search for another Sphere in the middle of a steep mountain. Fed with the movements of a young man, Tamburin
throws a beam of concentrated energy, but Goku manages to confront him, frightened by his power, Tamburin tries to escape, but Goku catches up with him and kills him with Kamehameha in the air. Again the death of the monster discovers Piccolo Daimao, who decides to kill the killer of
his children personally. Yajirob is very angry with Goka for cremating the Monster, which was supposed to be his dinner. Roshi and Tenshinkhan find the Dragon's Sphere in a cave infected with a crow. Thanks to Chaoz, they manage to get her back. At this point, Piccolo Daimao appears
above the place where Goku is located.  109 Son Goko vs. Piccolo Daima (Son of Goko Tai Piccoro Daima (孫悟空対ピ魔王) Spain: Goku vs Piccolo Chapters 142 and 14320 April 1988Rosi is about to get another sphere. vacuum to deal with Goku and intended to take it.  110 Hold on!
They're Goko! Ganbare! They're Goko!! (がんばれっ!孫悟空!!) Spain: Last HopeHeads 144 and 1454 May 1988 After several strokes Piccolo Daimao leaves Goku badly injured and takes his Dragon Sphere. Piccolo Daimao makes its way to get the rest of the sphere. In his condition, Goku
asks Yajirobe to take him to Karin's tower. Meanwhile, Chaoz finds the fifth Dragon Sphere. Piccolo Daimao eats two Dragon spheres he had to thwart Rocha's plan. Lest Ten go into battle, Roshi paralyzes him. Piccolo Daimao jumps into the void to collide with Roshi.  111 The Last Mafia
Bye Sennina! Came Sennin no Saigo no Mafeba!! (⻲仙⼈の最後の魔封波!!) Spain: The Last Battle of the Master of MutenroshHeads 146 and 14711 May 1988Bulma can not contact master Rosha. This one, knowing full well that he does not match Piccolo Daimao, has no desire to fight, so
he endures the pain he receives. Piccolo Daimao does not remember his old encounter until Roshi mentions Mutaito, and fear grows when he realizes what Roshi is about to do. Roshi carries Ma-Fuu-Ba. While Piccolo Daimao tries to resist, Ten is monitoring the situation. Unfortunately,
Roshi loses at the last second and dies, Piccolo Daimao joins the Seven Dragon Spheres and summons Sheng Long.  112 He's back in his youth?! Wakagaeru ka!? Piccoro Daima (若え!? ピ魔王) Spain: In Search of Eternal YouthHead 147 and 14818 May 1988Chaoz tries to thwart the
desire of Piccolo Daimao, but dies instead. Piccolo Daimao turns his dream into reality and rejuvenates. Before Shen Long can disperse, Piccolo Daimao will kill him so that no one else can use the Dragon Sphere against him. Piccolo plans to lead the Chow Kingdom. There's a furry king - a
man of good heart. Ten intends to use Ma-Fuu-Ba against Piccolo. Pilaf tries to get the reward, but Piccolo Daimao kicks him off the ship. Yajirobe and Goku finally arrive at karin's Tower and meet Bora and Upa.  113 Defence and Crime royal castle! King kyassuru not k'b'!! (キングキャッス
ルの攻防!!) Spain: The first stageHead 14925 May 1988Ka the king, Piccolo prepares his attack on the castle. Goku intends to climb the Karin Tower, but Yajirobe does not want to go with him. Yamcha and the others arrive where Ten is waiting for them. Things get ugly in the kingdom, even
for the king. Piccolo Daimao kills the commander and captures the king. Yajirobe finally arrives at Tower.  114 Goko's Wish! Mr Karin also cares 'Goko not negai!! Karin-sama mo nayamu (悟空ね!! 様もやむ) Spain: At the top of the towerHead 1501 June 1988Piccolo Daimao kills the first
officer of the king and forces the king to declare him the new master of the world. Furry refuses and Piccolo destroys much of the city, meanwhile Bulma gets Chaoz and Master Roshi in freezing capsules. Unfortunately, Karin has nothing to teach Goku.  115 Put it in my hands! Mysterious
ChashinsuiTe ni Irero! Nazo no Chashinsui (⼿に⼊れろ!謎超神⽔) Spain: Ice Maze Original and Chapter 1518 June 1988 Carerin tells Goku that Ultra Sacred Water hides in an icy labyrinth in which many died trying to pass. Yajirob does not want to go, but accidentally enters the same
portal that he enters after Goku. Goku fights an indestructible ice monster, awakens the Darkness. Yajirobe and Goku escape, sliding down a winding path. Darkness is something in store for them.  116 Kame Sennin is alive?! Iquit Ita Kame Sennin!? (⽣きていた⻲仙⼈!?) Spain: Master
Mutenroshi appears Original and chapter 15122 June 1988Jajirobe and Goku go their separate ways. Goku sees the master Rosha and is inspired in Kama House in the center of the maze, where he is waiting for all the friends. Something is wrong, Goku realizes that all this is an illusion.
Yajirobe falls on Goka and both fall off a cliff. Satisfied, darkness meets Goka and warns him of the possibility of death if he is not suitable for drinking Ultra Sacred Water. Goku takes a chance and drinks water that causes him unbearable pain. Meanwhile, King Piccolo releases a statement
announcing that criminals are free to rule the world.  117 Son of Goko finally abandoned! They are Goko zui, no hasshin!! (孫悟空ついに発進!!) Spain: Goku is the reincarnation of Theoriginal and chapter 15229 June 1988Goku survives the ultra sacred water. Meanwhile, a crime wave is
spreading around the world. Ten manages to manage Ma-Fuu-Ba and goes in search of Piccolo Daimao. Goku and Yajirobe return to Karin's Tower. Karin gives Goku a new flying cloud and Goku heads to where Piccolo Daimao must encounter him.  118 Ten Shin Khan solution! Ten Shin
Han is not ketsui!! (天津飯の決意!!) Spain: Ten Shin Khan decides The Original and Chapter 152 and 1536 July 1988 King Piccolo keeps the world on hold when choosing the sector to destroy it. Piccolo Daimao decides to destroy Sector 29, which houses the city of Bulma. The whole city is
trying to escape, including Bulma. Ten arrives at the castle just as Piccolo Daimao is about to depart. Before Ten can begin his plan, Piccolo Daimao creates a new warrior named Drum.  119 Will it work?! Legendary mafia Kimaru ka!? Densetsu but Mafeba (きま!? 伝説魔封破) Spain: Game
of Life Original and Chapter 154 and 15520 July 1988. While the crisis continues in the western city, Ten is forced to fight the drum. Goku stops in the middle of his journey to save The Bull Satan and Chi Chi from the soldiers. Meanwhile, Ten is preparing to perform Ma-Fuu-Ba, but Piccolo
destroys the container. Goku arrives and defeats the Drum, killing him instantly.  120 Goko: The greatest power of anger! Goko Ikari without a wagon of paw! (悟空‧怒りのフルパワー!!) Spain: Anger GokuHead 155 to 15727 July 1988Goku begins his struggle outside the castle. All the
while Ten is surprised by the new power of Goku. Piccolo Daimao takes many hits from Goku, so he uses all his power, causing the death of the piano in the process. Goku takes a hit but jumps and throws Kamehameha.  121 Son Goko's Greatest Crisis! Goko's son saidai no Kiki!! (孫悟空
最⼤の危機!!) Spain: The hard fightHead 157 to 1593 August 1988Goku continues to run the chaos at Piccolo Daimao. News of Goku's struggles is everywhere. Piccolo Daimao damages Goku's right leg with an explosion of energy, and uses deadly rays until they reach Goku, destroying
the entire kingdom, King Furry evades death. Ten is able to save Goka from exact death, but he has dried up. Goku does not allow Piccolo Daimao to launch another blast wave, but it was hit by Piccolo Daimao, which causes a huge crater. Goku runs away in his flying cloud.  122 Last bet!
Saigo but how!! (最後の賭け!!) Spain: The end of PiccoloHead 159 to 16110 August 1988Piccolo Daimao, threatens Goku with the murder of Ten if he moves. Yamcha and Yajirobe arrive at the scene of the battle. Upon learning that Piccolo Daimao had killed Shen Long, Goku accepted
that he had survived the pain of his wounds. With the immobilized Goku Piccolo Daimao ready to kill him, but Goku uses all his power in his right fist to dig through Piccolo Daimao. Seconds before his death, Piccolo Daimao uses what he has left with the energy to expel the egg. Yajirobe
saves Goku from falling and helps Ten Ten decides to train more than ever.  123 Mystery Nyoib (Nyoib- no himitsu (如意棒秘密) Spain: In Search of the Magic WandHeads 161 and 16217 August 1988Yajirobe takes Goku back to the tower of Karin. The dragon is dead, Bulma keeps the
stones anyway. The old woman finds a Piccolo Daimao egg and takes it home, where she asks her husband for help, but suddenly the egg begins to hatch, awakening Piccolo Junior. Karin is surprised to hear that the dragon is dead, and shows that the people killed by Piccolo Daimao and
his children do not go to heaven or hell. Karin knows that the creator of the Dragon Sphere is Kamisama. Goku restores the sacred pose and returns to the karin Tower. Piccolo Junior destroys the couple's house.  124 Temple on clouds (Kumo no ue no shinden (雲上神殿) Spain: Temple in
the cloudsHead 162 and 16324 August 1988Goku arrives at the sacred temple. Once there, he must fight Mr. Popo to see Kamisama.  125 God appears! Kami-sama t.j.!! (神様登場!!) Spain: God Appears Chapter 16431 August 1988Mr. Popo finally agrees to train Goka after seeing his
potential. At the same time, Tenshinkhan is training to beat Goka at the upcoming martial arts tournament. Aware of Goku's determination, Kamisama reveals to him, who is surprised by his great resemblance to Piccolo Daimao and the story he tells. Kamisama is keen to revive Shen Long,
if Goku remains to train with Mr. Popo for a while, Goku gladly accepts.  126 Shenlong is reborn! Yomigaeru Shenron!! (よみがえる神⿓!!) Spain: Resurrection of the DragonHead 16514 September 1988Kamisama revives Shen Long, but in response asks Goku to stay to train in the temple
until the next martial arts tournament. Meanwhile, Bulma, Yamcha and others are asking Shen Long to resurrect the slain Piccolo. Shen-Long grants them desire, and Krilin, Master Rocha and Chaoz are resurrected.  127 Faster than lightning! Kaminari Yuori mo gayaku!! (カミナリよりも速
く!!) Spain: Faster than light Original21 September 1988Goku begins his training with Mr. Popo and after several exercises Goku tells him that he knows that training Mr. Popo was very difficult and that he wants to be trained as he is, he accepts his request and he, along with Kamisama,
goes to look for the crown. Goku finds him, and when he wears his lightning strikes and he can't dodge them, after a few hours he tries again and manages to be faster than lightning.  128 Serene as Heaven (Sora no yo shizuka ni (空ように静に) Spain: Serene as HeavenOriginal28
September 1988Goku awakens in the temple and entrust a new mission in which he must find a man who is very strong and transport him to a new place where he finds a family that informs him about this man. The next day the grandfather takes him close to the place where this man
finally finds him and fights, but Goku realizes that he is not the man he was looking for, and suddenly confused suddenly finds the grandfather again and two start fishing, Goku finally learns to be calm as the sky.  129 Goko crosses time (Toki about Kakera Goko (時をけ悟空) Spain: Outside
of the time of Original12 October 1988In his training, Goku travels through time and finds Master Roshi and Master Tsuru as young men, and they take him in front of his teacher Mutaito, who teaches Goka how to control his Ki.  130 Enemy Goko... Goko?! Goko but flowing wa. .. Goko!? (悟
空の敵は... 悟空!?) Spain: TrainingOriginal19 October 1988Goku tries to put his mind empty, but can not do it and tells Mr. Popo that he wants to fight him, he replies that he is not ready to fight it, but that if he wants to fight so much someone will come with the same force as Goku and pulls
the hair, making the doll with her hair ripped off and the water of life. Goku's opponent finally arrives, who has a mask, they start fighting, but Goku does not feel ki his opponent and finds him very rare, then kicks his head, which makes him fly out of the mask and discover that he himself.
Mr. Popo explains what is happening and they continue to fight until Goku learns to put his mind blank and feel the presence of his opponent, having managed to defeat the doll, Mr. Popo tells him that he did not defeat him, but that, the effect of the water of life is over, and that he must train
more. Meanwhile, Tenshinkhan, Krilin, Yamcha and Chaoz are starting to train and want to find the Karin Tower to become stronger.  131 Journey of each of them beginsSorezore no michi o mezashite (それぞれ道をめざて) Spain: The feast of the villageOriginal26 October
1988Tenshinhan, Wedge, Chaoz and Yamcha continue to search the tower of Karin and arrive at the place where they celebrate the protection of the god of the mountain over their people. While at the party, Chaoz feels that the mountain is going to erupt and tells them to get out of there,
Tenshinhan decides to stop the lava of the volcano so he can be stronger than Goku and all his friends follow him. While Goku continues to train with Mr. Popo.  132 Hot than Magma (Maguma yori atsuku (グより熱く) Spain: Wrath of the God of Mount Original2 November 1988Mancha,
Tenshinhan, Chaoz and Krilin manages to stop volcano, so he does not reach the village using his martial arts techniques. Meanwhile, Goku continues to train, and is still preparing for the next martial arts tournament.  23rd Martial Arts Tournament (1988-1989) - Title (5)6.7 Adapted from:
Premiere 133 Meeting before the stormArashi no Saikai (嵐前再会) Spain: Reunion Chapter 1669 November 1988Bulma, Master Rocha, Lunch, Oolong and Poir meet again 3 years after Goku killed Piccolo Dai-Ma-Ku. Moments after their reunion they worry that no one has arrived,
suddenly Goku appears in rare clothes, making everyone wonder how much he has grown, but they continue if his other friends arrive, a few minutes before the registration of the martial arts tournament come Yamcha, Krilin, Chaoz and Tenshinkhan reaching registration. Before the
preliminary work begins, they meet piccolo's son.  134 Turbulent Tenkaichi Bad-kai (Haran no Tenkaichi Bad-kai (波乱天下武道会) Spain: New Martial Arts ChampionshipHeads 167 and 16816 November 1988This preliminary and Goku fights again against King Chap, but defeats him with
his new methods. that whoever committed this atrocity was Tao Pai Pai, who is now a human robot, and tells them that he is going to avenge Goku for leaving him like this and Tenshinhan for being a traitor.  135 8 Selected (Erabareta hachinin (選ばれ8) Spain: Eight Best CandidatesHeads
168 and 16923 November 1988 Preliminary Martial Arts Tournament continue and in the last battle Yajirobe fights, to be one of the eight finalists against a very stupid Lord who by pure luck manages to defeat him by making 8 finalists, Tao Krilin, Yamcha, Goku, Stranger, Tenshinhan,
Maiunia and Shen. and this draw is how it is: Tao Pai Pai vs. Tenshinhan in the first fight, Goku vs. unknown in the second, Maimunia vs. Krilin in the third and Shen vs. Yamchi in the last. Then the first fight begins.  136 Counterattack killer TaoPaiPaiCorosia Taopaipai not gyakush (殺屋桃
逆襲) Spain: Ignorant MasterHeads 169 and 1 7030 November1988 The first fight begins Tenshinhan fights Tao Pai Pai, but Tenshinhan stronger than Tao Pai Pai and when he is going to pull it off the platform he drops his hand with which he grabbed him and drew him from the sword who
cuts Tenshinhan, but he gets angry and breaks his hand, the referee is not in favor of Tenshinhan as it is illegal to use the weapon, but Tao Pai Pai does not care and uses super do-don-pa, but ten breaks it with a cry and then hits Tao Pai Pai, he faints causing the fight to the end, and the
second begins.  137 Wedding of son Goko (Son of Goko no kkcon (孫悟空結婚) Spain: Goku marriesHeads 171 and 1727 December 1988The second battle begins and Goku fights an unknown fighter, who is very angry with Goko, he asks her name and she is angry because he
remembers nothing, tells her that if he manages to win the fight, he will tell her his name. which he gave her, then Goku remembers everything and asks her to be his wife, which she accepts. Then the third fight begins.  138 Mysterious Man: Shen (Nazo no Otoko-Shen (謎男ェ) Spain:
Shen, Outside of the rank-and-file candidate Chapter 173 and 17414 December 1988 The third fight continues, but Krilin finally loses to Mayunia, and he realizes that it won't be so easy for him to conquer the world. that he is not a common opponent.  139 Intense wrestling is back! Goko vs.



Ten Shin HanGekito photo! 激闘ふ Surprising Defeat of chapters 175 and 17621天津飯 悟空び December 1988 Discovered that Shen is indeed an ordinary person, but has the soul of Kamisama. Yamcha finally loses and the semi-finals begin; Goku vs. Tenshinhan, they are struggling and
realize that they have improved a lot. But this is despite all the strengths of Goku.  140 True Power (Honto no chikara (ほとう⼒) Spain: Goko and Ten Shin Khan face again Chapters 177 and 17811 January 1989The struggle continues and Goku makes a fool of Tenshinkhan, because he
makes his pants fall out, thanks to this Ten realizes that Goko is stronger than he thought, and then uses the technique to bring out twelve eyes.  141 Four Ten Shin Han (Yonin not ten Shin Han (四天津飯) Spain: All for one and one for all Chapters 178 and 17918 January 1989Tenshinhan
is divided into four, but Goku is even stronger and continues to fight, He remains untouched in the face of Tenshinhan attacks, eventually Goku defeats Tenshinhan, taking 4 Ten from the platform.  142 Which of them is stronger!? God vs Piccolo Daidotchi ga tsuyoi!? Kami tai Piccoro Daima
(どっち強!? 神VSピ魔王) Spain: Shen vs. 180 and 18125 January 1989This the semifinal bout begins with Shen vs. Piccolo, Shen tries to stop Piccolo with the help of Ma-fu-ba, but Piccolo already knows how to control Ma-fuu-ba and returns him to Kamisama, forcing him to get caught in
his place, Kamisama tells Goku to defeat him, even if Kamisama has to die.  143 Betting on the fate of this world! Kono I am not unmei or kakete! (この世の運命を賭けて!) Spain: In the struggle for the future of the worldHeads 182 and 1831 February 1989Goku tells Roshi, Krielin, Yamcha
and others about how Kaami and Piccolo became two separate entities, good and evil. The fight begins, its strength seems to be the same. However, Piccolo unleashes a wave of attacks that see Goku lying in the pit as the numbers increase.  144 Here he is! The Last Super
Camehamehdet! Kykyoku no Ch'kamehameha (で究極超メハメ波) Spain: The last fightHead 183 to 1858 February 1989Goku wanted to check the attacks piccolo. After resuming the fight, Goku seems to be superior to his opponent. Worried, Piccolo decides to unleash a devastating attack
that will destroy everyone in the tournament. Goku recalls that while Kamy will be killed in the Piccolo explosion, he will also die, Goku is fighting the Piccolo explosion with his most powerful Kamehameha.  145 Piccolo Daima Supergiant Technique (Piccoro Daima, Piccoro Daima (ピ魔王超
巨⾝術) Spain: Giant Tournament Chapter 185 to 18715 February 1989Piccolo shows everyone that he is, in fact, the reincarnation of King Piccolo's demon. to become a giant himself. Although he is considerably larger, Goku still has no problem with it. However, he says that if Piccolo had
been bigger, he would have been in trouble. Of course, Piccolo does just that, and Goku uses the opportunity to get into Piccolo's mouth and beats him from the inside.  146 Trap son of Goko (Son of Goko no Wana (孫悟空ワ) Spain: Loyalty of GokuHead 187 to 18922 February
1989Piccolo being a giant, Goku tells him he can't grow anymore, but he grows his size even bigger, and Goku goes down his throat and gets a bottle where Kamisama is trapped, admits Piccolo that he's cheating on him so he can save Kamisama. Piccolo throws a bolt who follows Goku,
but he returns to Piccolo, hurting his arm, Piccolo plucks it and grows new and starts to do Very powerful.  147 It's over! Bungee kiyu!! (万事休す!!) Spain: The hard test Heads 190 to 1921 March 1989Pikoro finally uses his technique and destroys the whole island, but Goko still stands and
throws Kame hame-ha, and it seems that he finally defeated Picoro, but Picoro gets up and throws lightning out of his mouth when Goko is distracted and pierces his chest, Picoro thinks he won, but Go gets up again.  148 That's it! The strongest man in the world. Yatta, Yatt! Chiky-j-Saiky-
no Otoko (やっ!地球上最強男) Spain: The final victory OfHead 192 to 1948 March 1989Pelean a little more, but eventually Goko falls and Picoro damages his arms and legs, forcing Goko to move, seeing that Picoro is doing a new technique to remove Goko. Picoro thinks he's won, but
Goko comes from the air to fly and gives him a headbutt pulling him off the platform forcing him to win.  149 Wedding dress in flames (Hono no naka no uedingu doresu (炎ウエィグ) Spain: In search of a magic fanOriginal March 15, 1989Goko and Milk arrive at the castle of Satan's Ox and
milk teaches them the wedding dress of the mother of milk, but suddenly the flames come out of the ground and all that can put out is Basho-Sen, (a leaf lost by Master Rocha). where they learn to do Basho-sen, but Uranai tells them that Master Rocha has a book from where this image of
Basho-sen comes from.  150 Ghost Bird Swallows Fire (Maboroshi not hello Kui Dori (幻⽕喰⿃) Spain: The Fire Eater Original22 March 1989Goko and Milk find the book and must get a fire feather swallowing the bird in which he lives in the volvan, filamente gets it, but the doctor who was
there tells them that it was just a myth but tells them where they can find Basho-sen but the milk takes a piece of bird's egg, swallows the fire with it.  151 Thanks to the training of Chichi to be a good wife (Chichi not hanayome shugy' not okage desu (チチ花嫁修業おげです) Spain: On the
mountain of iceOriginal5 April 1989 When you go in search of Basho-sen you go up the mountain, where if you climb a woman starts a blizzard and everything freezes so Goko goes up just to go on the snow that in this place is too cold to be able to put out the fire in the castle while that
Milk learns to be a housewife Goko returns, but the snow has melted, and then Milk tells her that she found Basho-sen while cleaning and thank the lady who found them on the mountain who gives them a special honey bees; two return to the castle and as soon as there Goko shakes
Basho, but it didn't work enough to put out the fire.  152 Fast Goko! The Mystery of the Mountain of Five ElementsIsog Goko! A mountain of five elements (五⾏ April 12, 1989そげ悟空) comes to Gokoぞ and tells Goko that the cause of the fire is a magic furnace, found on a mountain of five
elements, but this mountain is very dangerous. Finally Goko and Milk arrive and discover the right way, finding that the oven has a crack that causes the fire to occur in the mountain.  153 Freipan Mountain Burns! Solving the life and death of Moeru Furaipan pit! Isshun not kesshik (燃えフパ
瞬決死⾏) Spain: In the flame of Hell Original19 1989 the Goddess who cared for the magic furnace tells them that in order to fix it they need a piece of shell from a bird's egg swallowing fire and honey bees from octagonal honeycombs. To which Goko and Milk tell him that they have these
things, eventually Goko repair the furnace after going through great danger; but it makes the fire disappear on Mount Fry-Pan. Finally Goko and Milk get married, and Baba Uranai reads her future for free.  The DVD releases of The Region 2 (Japan) Series was released in Japan on Region
2 DVD first as a compilation album and then on one DVD containing five or six episodes on the disc. All DVDs are only with Japanese audio and without subtitles. [9] Title Date Discs Episodes Dragon Box July 7, 2004 26 1-153 Dragon Ball #1 April 4, 2007 April 1 1-6 Dragon Ball #2 April 4,
2007 1 7-12 Dragon Ball #3 April 4, 2007 2007 4 1 13-18 Dragon Ball #4 May 2, 2007 1 19-24 Dragon Ball #5 May 2, 2007 1 25-30 Dragon Ball #6 May 2, 2007 1 31-36 Dragon Ball #7 July 6, 200707 1 37-42 Dragon Ball #8 July 6, 2007 1 43-48 Dragon Ball #9 July 6, 2007 1 49-54 Dragon
Ball #10 July 4, 2007 1 55-60 Dragon Ball #11 July 4, July 4, 2007 1 55-60 Dragon Ball #11 July 4, July 4, 2007 1 55-60 Dragon Ball #11 July 4, 2007 2007 1 61-66 Dragon Ball #12 July 4 , 2007 1 67-72 Dragon Ball #13 August 1, 2007 1 73-78 Dragon Ball #14 August 1, 2007 1 79-84
Dragon Ball #15 August 1, 2007 1 79-84 Dragon Ball #15 August 1, 2007 Август 2007 1 85-90 Dragon Ball #16 5 сентября, 2007 1 91-96 Dragon Ball #17 5 сентября 2007 1 97-102 Dragon Ball #18 5 сентября 2007 1 97-102 Dragon Ball #18 5 сентября 2007 2007 1 103-108 Dragon
Ball #19 3 октября, 2007 1 109-114 Dragon Ball #20 3 октября 2007 1 115-120 Dragon Ball #21 3 октября 2007 1 115-120 Dragon Ball #21 3 октября, 2007 2007 1 121-126 Dragon Ball #22 7 ноября 2007 1 127-132 Dragon Ball #23 7 ноября 2007 1 133-138 Dragon Ball #24 7
ноября 2007 1 133-1 38 Dragon Ball #24 7 ноября 2007 2007 1 139-143 Dragon Ball #25 5 декабря 2007 1 144-148 Dragon Ball #26 5 декабря 2007 1 149-153 Ссылки Dragon Ball (TV). Anime news network. Received on September 17, 2008.  Toriyama, Akira (1995). Dragon
Daizenshe TV ANIMATION PART 1. Япония: Шуейша. ISBN 4-08-782753-4.  Страница 14 Торияма, Акира (1995). Дракон мяч Daizenshe TV ANIMATION PART 1. Япония: Шуейша. ISBN 4-08-782753-4.  Страницы 40, 62 и 137 - Торияма, Акира (1995). Дракон мяч Daizenshe TV
ANIMATION PART 1. Япония: Шуейша. ISBN 4-08-782753-4.  Страницы 84, 102 и 137 a b c d e f g h i j k l m n Toriyama, Akira (1995). Дракон мяч Daizenshe TV ANIMATION PART 1. Япония: Шуейша. стр. 208-225. ISBN 4-08-782753-4.  b c d e f g Эпизоды Dragon Ball в
Латинской Америке. Анимексис. Получено 17 сентября 2008 года.  b c d e f g Dragon Ball Episodes in Spain. Мир Бала Дракона. Получено 17 сентября 2008 года.  Dragon Ball Одноместный DVD листинг. Пони Каньон. Получено 17 сентября 2008 года.  Японский дракон мяч
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